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Fiber Reinforced Polymer (FRP) confined concrete columns have been developed for new 
construction and rebuilding of concrete piers/piles in engineering structures. Design of these FRP 
confined concrete columns requires an accurate estimate of the performance enhancement due to 
the confinement mechanism. Therefore, the key is to develop a confinement model, a model that 
relates the confined concrete strength with the unconfined concrete strength and the confining 
pressure provided by the FRP. Due to its closed-form expression and ease of application, design-
oriented confinement models predominate in designing FRP confined concrete columns. Design 
oriented models are directly based on the interpretation of experimental results. Each existing 
design oriented model is based on a certain range of test database and is accurate in predicting 
the results within its respective considered range. All the models are based on limited database.  
In the present research, an attempt was made to expand the test database with larger 
range. A 3-D finite element model of FRP confined concrete column was developed using 
ANSYS and was validated by published experimental results available in the literature. Based on 
the FEA results, a test data base was developed taking into account all the possible ranges of the 
design parameters which affect the confined concrete strength. Analyses of the test database 
revealed that the confinement effectiveness depends on thickness, hoop tensile strength, modulus 
of elasticity of the FRP and unconfined concrete strength and behaves nonlinearly with each of 
them. Therefore, in the present study the main emphasis was to explore a possible approach for a 
design oriented confinement model which considers this nonlinear relation between the 






The advent of the Fiber Reinforced Polymer (FRP) composites in the field of construction and 
structural applications was in the early 1940’s. The earliest FRP materials used glass fibers 
which were embedded in polymeric resins. The combination of high strength, high stiffness 
structural fibers with low cost, light weight and environment resistant polymers have resulted in 
composites which have better mechanical properties than any of their constituents. Fiber 
materials with higher strength, higher stiffness and lower density, such as boron, carbon, and 
aramid, have been commercialized to meet the higher performance challenges around 1960’s and 
1970’s (3). FRP being highly expensive has previously restricted their application to aerospace 
and defense purposes alone. But, the increase in demand for the utilization of FRP in other fields 
around the world has aided the growth in research for better performance composites at 
minimized costs.   
Highly aggressive environmental conditions have a significant effect on the durability 
and structural integrity of steel reinforced concrete piles/piers/columns. Corrosion of steel rods is 
a potential cause for the structural damage of these reinforced concrete columns. Tackling the 
problem of steel reinforcement corrosion has usually meant improving the quality of the concrete 
itself, but this approach has had only limited success. A traditional way of repair of damaged 
concrete columns is wrapping a sheet of steel around the column. While the strength of repaired 
columns can be increased for a short-term, the steel wrapping suffers from the same problem as 
the steel rebar, corrosion and poor durability. It also suffers from labour-intensive construction 
problem due to its weight. In a new approach, FRPs are now being used as alternatives for steel 
wrappings in repair, rehabilitation and strengthening of reinforced concrete columns.  In addition 
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to repair, FRP confined concrete columns have been developed in new construction and 
rebuilding of concrete piers/piles in engineering structures. In this structure, the steel rebar is 
replaced by a laminated FRP tube. The FRP tube serves as a stay-in-place formwork during 
construction and a confinement device during service. The mechanism of FRP confinement is 
explained in the following section. 
1.2. FRP Confinement of Concrete 
In FRP confined concrete the concrete core expands laterally when it is subjected to an axial 
compression load. This expansion of the concrete core is confined by the FRP jackets or shells, 
and thus transforms the concrete core to a 3-D compressive stress condition. The 3-D 
compressive stress condition serves to significantly increase the compressive strength and the 
ductility of brittle concrete. Compared with other cylindrical columns, FRP confined concrete 
columns behave uniquely when subjected to an axial compression load. The FRP begins to 
confine the concrete shortly after the unconfined concrete strength is reached. It then reverses the 
direction of the volumetric response, and the concrete responds through large and stable volume 
contraction. As a result, the stress-strain curve is characterized by a distinct bilinear response 
with a transition zone at a stress level near the strength of unconfined concrete. Figure1.1. shows 
the axial stress-strain behavior of the FRP-confined concrete. 
1.3. Problem Statement 
A key issue in design for FRP confined concrete column is to develop a confinement model, a 
model that relates the confined concrete strength with the unconfined concrete strength and the 
confining pressure provided by the FRP. Various researchers have developed different stress-
strain models for FRP confined concrete columns. These models are usually divided into two 
categories: (a) Design Oriented Models and (b) Analysis Oriented Models (15). Design oriented 















Figure 1.1 Stress-Strain Response of FRP Confined Concrete.  
 
results. Analysis oriented models, on the other hand, are generated using an incremental 
numerical procedure by considering radial strain compatibility. Owing to its closed-form 
equation and ease to use, many design-orientated confinement models have been developed by 
different researchers such as Fardis and Khalili (7), Samaan and Mirmiran (40), Xiao and Wu (50). 
Since each model is developed based on a particular set of experimental results, it was found that 
the models based on curve-fitting are successful only for limited cases. Li et al. (17) have shown 
the significant deviation among the existing design-oriented confinement models. This deviation 
hinders design engineers from the application of these models as generic models. Obviously, a 
possible way to overcome the existing problem is to extend the database of test results such that 
the data covers a larger range. And based on the analyses and evaluation of the database, a 
confinement model can be proposed.    
1.4. Research Objectives 
In the present work, the following objectives were identified and fulfilled: 
1) To expand the test database which covers a larger range of design parameters which 
affect the confined concrete strength.  











     Figure 1.2 Confining action of the composite  
           considering all the material properties of the FRP and the concrete. 
3) ANSYS FEM software was used to develop the model and to perform the required 
analysis. The modeling results were compared and validated using the experimental 
results available in the literature.  
4) A test database was developed by implementing the validated FEM model. The database 
was analyzed and critical parameters affecting the performance of the confined column 
were identified.   
5) An attempt was made to explore a possible approach for developing a confinement model 
based on the analyses of the test database.  
6) Analytical solutions for limiting cases of FRP confined concrete were also developed. 
1.5. Research Approach 
In this work, a 3-D finite element model was created using ANSYS. Data from different 
published experimental results were collected and the developed 3-D model was validated by 
using those results. An analytical solution was developed and the reliability of the developed 
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model was checked. Different ranges of design parameters affecting the confined concrete 
strength were considered. A test database was created with combinations of these parameters.  
The test database was analyzed and critical parameters affecting the confinement effectiveness 
were identified. The critical parameters were recognized as thickness, hoop tensile strength, 
modulus of the composite and unconfined concrete strength. Based on the analyses of the test 
data, the confinement effectiveness was considered to be dependent on these critical parameters. 
An approach to develop a confinement model was proposed taking into account the nonlinear 
behavior of the confinement effectiveness with the critical parameters. Limitations for the 
present approach were also evaluated.  
1.6. Organization of the Thesis 
 The first chapter is an introduction, detailing the background and development of the FRP with 
the identification of the research problem. It also gives a brief description of the research 
objectives and the approach to the solution of the problem. The second chapter is a literature 
review in which previous studies and research on the FRP confined concrete have been 
reviewed. An understanding of the problem and importance of the research have also been 
explored. In the third chapter, a finite element model of the FRP confined concrete was built and 
published experimental results of different researchers and research groups have used to validate 
the developed model. The fourth chapter gives analytical solutions of limiting cases of the FRP 
confined concrete columns, which can be used as bounds of the stress and displacement fields of 
the FRP confined concrete columns. This chapter clearly explains the fundamental principles 
involved in the problem. In chapter five, a test database was created with combinations of 
different parameters like hoop tensile strength, unconfined concrete strength etc. Analyzing the 
test database resulted in identifying and evaluating the critical parameters affecting the 
confinement effectiveness. Chapter six discusses the approach followed to develop a 
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confinement model in which the confinement effectiveness coefficient is taken as a function of 
the critical parameters evaluated. Conclusions and Future work are discussed in Chapter seven, 










































2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1. Introduction 
 
Fiber reinforced polymer (FRP) confined concrete column shows a unique bilinear behavior 
when subjected to an axial compressive load. The stress-strain plot reveals that FRP confines the 
concrete shortly after the concrete has reached its ultimate compressive strength. To better 
understand the FRP confinement of the concrete a proper stress-strain model has to be 
developed. Exclusive work has been done in understanding this behavior.  
2.2. Confinement Models 
Richart (35), Newman and Newman (30), Mander (22) have developed stress-strain models to 
predict the ultimate strength and strain of the confined concrete. These models were developed 
for steel tube confined concrete columns and were extended to FRP confinement. These models 
were based on ultimate strength of the concrete. They predict the enhancement of the confined 
concrete as a function of the confining pressure. Fardis and Khalili (7) reviewed the empirical 
formula by Richart (35) to quantify the increase in the concrete compressive strength and the 
nonlinear expression by Newman and Newman (30) to obtain an equation to predict the confined 
concrete strength by substituting the maximum confining pressure that FRP can exert. It was 
found that these steel-based confinement models over estimated the effectiveness of the 
confining pressure.  
Nanni and Bradford (28) conducted experiments on 150 x 300 mm cylinders which were 
confined laterally, spirally with different FRP composites. Stress-strain curves were plotted for 
all the specimens individually. It was observed that the confined concrete with FRP, enhanced 
strength and pseudo-ductility of the concrete. A comparison of the prediction by two existing 
models Mander et al. (22), Fardis et al. (7) was conducted. The models proved to be sufficiently 
accurate for prediction of the strength, but underestimated the ultimate strain of concrete 
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confined with FRP materials. It was also observed that the passive FRP confinement did not 
prove advantageous under load conditions below the unconfined concrete strength. Mirmiran (23) 
developed a concrete filled hollow FRP composite column which was similar to the classic 
concrete filled steel tubes. Behavior of the model was proposed by developing a new passive 
confinement model for externally reinforced concrete columns with a composite action model 
that evaluates the lateral stiffening effect of the jacket. The studies concluded that the degree of 
composite action was appropriately defined as a function of bond strength of the material. 
Karbhari and Gao (14) also developed experimental data based on variety of reinforcing fiber 
types, orientations and jacket thickness. They developed and verified simple design equations to 
estimate the response of composite confined concrete. The authors concluded that development 
of a true composite model rather than empirical models which include effects of both the fiber 
reinforced composite and the concrete on a true material basis was required. Their proposed 
model attempted to address the deficiencies, from the aspect of composite materials modeling, 
but fell short of modeling the true response of the composite that changes as the stress level 
increases. Including their model, most of the models developed before did not consider the 
increase in the Poisson’s ratio of concrete in a highly confined state. This effect is important 
since it effects the interactions with the response of the composite confining jacket.  
The load and deformation plots from the experimental results of Howie and Karbhari (12) 
were found to be bilinear. The initial linear region has a slope similar to that of the unwrapped 
cylinder. The slope of the second linear region was substantially less than the initial linear 
region. The transition area between the two different slopes was termed as a kink point. It was 
observed that the second linear region terminates when the cylinder failed.  Continuing the 
research in modeling a confinement model for confined concrete, Samaan and Mirmiran (40) 
proposed a simple model to predict the bilinear response of the FRP confined concrete in both 
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axial and lateral directions. The model was based on correlation between the dilation rate of 
concrete and the hoop stiffness of the restraining member. The parameters of the model were 
directly related to the material properties of the FRP shell and concrete core. Samaan’s model 
proved that the existing models failed to predict the behavior of FRP-confined concrete, mainly 
because they ignored the stiffness of the restraining mechanism. Test results indicated a bilinear 
response in which the initial softening or yielding occurs at the level of the unconfined strength 
of concrete and the secondary slope is then proportional to the stiffness of the confining jacket. 
    Studies performed on short concrete columns encased with FRP composite tubes by 
Saafi and Tountaji (38) indicate that the confinement method can be effective in increasing the 
strength, ductility and energy absorption capacity of concrete columns. The studies concluded 
that the FRP tube composites are an effective means of confinement, significantly increasing 
both the strength and ductility of concrete. The rate of increase is dependent on the tube 
thickness and the mechanical properties of the composite tube and the unconfined concrete. The 
stress-strain response of FRP tube confined concrete was bilinear in both the axial and lateral 
direction. The first slope of the response depends on the concrete core, while the stiffness of the 
FRP tube controls the second slope. It was shown that the bent point between the slopes takes 
place at stress levels slightly higher than the unconfined strength of the concrete core. The 
equations developed underestimated the axial strain and overestimate the axial compressive 
strength. The proposed equations to estimate the ultimate stresses and failure strains produced 
satisfactory predictions when compared to current design equations available. The effect of 
lateral strain was also considered in the proposed equations. The predicted stress-strain response 
in both the axial and lateral directions of concrete filled FRP tubes compares satisfactorily with 
the experimental values. However the model underestimates the results of concrete columns 
confined with FRP composite sheets. Xiao and Wu (50) performed experiments and studied the 
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compressive behavior of concrete confined by carbon fiber composite jackets. They proposed a 
bilinear axial stress-strain relationship with the expressions calibrated empirically on 
experimental results obtained by the authors. A uniaxial model for concrete confined with FRP 
was developed by Spoelstra and Monti (43). They also considered with steel jacketing 
(conventional transverse reinforcement).  The basis of the model was on the unconfined concrete 
model by Popovics (33), which explicitly accounted for the continuous interaction with the 
confining device due to lateral strain of concrete, through an incremental iterative approach. For 
FRP confined concrete, the resulting stress-strain curves showed gradually increasing behavior 
until the FRP jacket failure. The simulated compressive response of normal strength concrete 
confined with FRP were compared to available tests on wrapped cylinders, showing agreement 
both in terms of stress-strains behavior and ultimate state.  
In their research Lam and Teng (15) divided the stress –strain models into two categories 
1) Design Oriented models 2) Analysis Oriented models. The Design Oriented Models 
considered solution based on closed form equations for predicting stress-strain relations, where 
as in the Analysis Oriented Models the stress-strain curves were obtained by numerical 
procedure. In analysis oriented model, an active confinement model was considered to predict 
the stresses and strains of the confined concrete. From the above confinement models, the 
models by Fardis and Khalili (7), Karbhari and Gao (14), Samaan and Mirmiran (40), Saafi and 
Tountaji (38), Xiao and Wu (50) were the design oriented models, whereas the models by Mirmiran 
and Shahawy (23), Spoelstra and Monti (43) and Fam and Rizkalla (6) were defined as the analytical 
models. More recently, Moran and Pantelides (27) developed a stress-strain model using the 
Richard and Abbott (34) bilinear model. Their model was based on two concepts which were, 
increase in plastic compressive strength of FRP-confined concrete and the kinematic restraint 
provided by the FRP jacket and a variable strain ductility ratio in which the increase in plastic 
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compressive strain as a function of the stiffness of the FRP composite jacket, the type of bond 
between the FRP composite and the concrete core and the extent of internal damage in concrete 
core. 
2.3. Summary of the Confinement Models 
Initial studies, to understand the behavior of the FRP confined concrete were, by extension of 
steel based confinement models. These models were based on the ultimate strength of the 
specimen modeled on triaxial tests. The enhancement of the confined concrete was defined as a 
function of confining pressure, which was considered to be constant through the test. But, studies 
have shown that for FRP confined concrete, steel based confinement models cannot be applied, 
as steel and FRP behave differently under axial loading. Due to the orthotropic material 
properties and non yielding behavior of FRP, it exerts a continuously increasing pressure on the 
concrete core.  The implementation of the models by Mander (22), Richart (35), and Newman and 
Newman (30) was proved inappropriate; few confinement models developed were still based on 
these models like the Tountaji (45) and Sadaamantesh (39).  Confinement and experimental results 
from Mirmiran and Shahawy (23) and Spoelstra and Monti (43) proved the inappropriate 
implementation of the steel confinement models; they also proved that application of Popovics 
equation for complete axial stress-strain curve was also inappropriate. Few models like Samaan 
and Mirmiran (40), Saafi and Tountaji (38), and Xiao and Wu (50) used best fit of the experimental 
results to correlate the stress-strain behavior of the confined concrete. Most of the models 
resulted in either overestimating or underestimating the ultimate strength and strain of the FRP 
confined concrete. The results from the models considered above show a bilinear nature of FRP 
confined concrete. The predicted equations for the confinement model were dependent on bond 
strength of the concrete, confining pressure exerted on concrete. Unconfined concrete strength 




From the above discussion and the previous studies, it is important to note that the behavior of 
FRP confined concrete not only depends on the mechanical properties of the FRP and the 
unconfined concrete, but also on other parameters like the fiber types, orientation and thickness 
of the composite. Therefore, to develop a proper confinement model, it is required to consider all 
the above parameters. In the present research, an FEA model was created and was validated with 
the existing experimental results from different research groups. A test database was created, 
based on variety of thickness, unconfined concrete strength and material properties of the 


























3. 3-D FEM MODELING OF FRP CONFINED CONCRETE COLUMN AND ITS 
VALIDATION 
3.1 Introduction  
 
In order to understand the behavior of confined concrete wrapped with FRP, the mechanical 
properties have to be studied. Designing FRP confined concrete requires analytical tools that 
predict the level of performance enhancement for the concrete core. Therefore, a confinement 
model - a model predicting the strength and ductility has to be developed. A number of studies 
were conducted to evaluate the confinement effectiveness of FRP, taking into account the 
mechanism of fiber composites as well as the 3-D stresses in concrete core. Confinement of 
columns is a three –dimensional phenomenon that cannot be easily reduced to two-dimensions. 
When studying the ductility of confined and unconfined normal and high strength concrete 
columns, it is important to accurately incorporate the behavior of concrete.  This factor is 
important as the concrete shows unique dilation characteristics when confined with linear-elastic 
and non-yielding materials such as FRP. For obtaining accurate results, a Finite Element Method 
can be approached.  
3.2. Finite Element Analysis 
Finite element method (FEM) is a powerful tool to effectively simulate the behavior of the FRP 
confined concrete columns. Previously, Fardis (7) proposed a hyperbolic function for concrete 
cylinders wrapped with bi-directional FRP sheet under uniaxial loading. Circumferential 
stiffness was used to describe the enhancement in the performance of the confined columns. 
Nanni and Bradford (28) further developed the confinement model. Their model predicted the 
strength reasonably well but underestimated the ductility of the fiber wrapped columns. Ahmad 
et al. (1) studied the effectiveness of glass FRP and the spiral steel confinement. A confinement 
model was developed to predict the confinement effectiveness of the fiberglass spirals which was 
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used as transverse reinforcement for the concrete columns. Samaan (40) used a bilinear stress-
strain curve and incorporates stiffness of the jacket in calculating lateral strains. This is the 
general model considered which worked well for concentrically loaded columns. Rochette and 
Labossiere (36) used an incremental finite element technique to evaluate the response of fiber –
wrapped concrete columns. They used Drucker - Prager failure criteria. But the model worked 
favorably with their respective uniaxial compression tests. Spoelstra and Monti (43) also 
developed a uniaxial concrete model which accounts for the continuous interaction of the 
concrete with the confining FRP. The model can be used for concrete confined with either steel 
or FRP. The model implements an iterative procedure through which the stress-strain curve 
obtained crosses a family of stress-strain curves at constant confinement pressure, where at each 
point the confinement pressure is equal to that induced by the FRP jacket subjected to the 
corresponding lateral expansion. Mirmiran (26) developed a nonlinear finite element model for 
confined concrete using non-associative Drucker – Prager plasticity model. The developed finite 
element model used one quarter model of the circular and the square specimen. The non-
associative Drucker – Prager plasticity takes in to account the pressure sensitivity of the material. 
The other parameters used for the model are the cohesion, angle of internal friction and the 
dilatancy angle. The model was developed in ANSYS. The results show that the Drucker – 
Prager plasticity effectively predicts the axial stress-strain response of the FRP confined 
columns.  
These models show that when a proper numerical model is used Finite element models 
can effectively predict the behavior of the FRP confined concrete columns. FEA results can be 
confirmed and validated by the previously available experimental results. Based on the FEA 
results, the stress-strain behavior of the columns can be analyzed. This analysis gives a better 
theoretical understanding and helps in achieving an accurate confinement model.  
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In this present chapter, a finite element model of FRP confined concrete column was developed 
and validated by existing experimental results. The models were simulated using ANSYS 10.0 
finite element software. In general, the conclusions and methods would be very similar using 
other non linear FEA programs. However, each program has its own nomenclature and 
specialized and analysis procedures that need to be properly incorporated in it. The formulation 
of the FE model is discussed in the following sections. 
3.2.1. Element Formulation 
3.2.1.1. FRP Composites 
In this present research, a 3-D layered structural element SOLID 46 was used to model FRP 
composites. The element allows up to 250 layers. The element has three degrees of freedom at 
each node: translation in zyx ,,  directions. The element is defined by eight nodes, layer 
thickness, layer material direction angles and orthotropic material properties. The geometry and 
coordinate system is shown in the Figure 3.1 
3.2.1.2. Reinforced Concrete 
For the modeling of concrete, a 3-D reinforced concrete solid element SOLID 65 was used. It 
can be used with or without reinforcing bars. The solid is capable of cracking in tension and  
crushing in compression. The element is defined by eight nodes having three degrees of freedom 
at each node: translations in zy x ,,  directions. The element has eight nodes and the isotropic 
material properties. The geometry and coordinate system is shown in the Figure 3.2. 
3.2.2. Material Properties 
3.2.2.1. FRP Composites  
As defined by the element the input data used are the number of layers, thickness of the layers, 





























Figure 3.2 SOLID 65 Element Geometry and Coordinate System (ANSYS (2) version 10.0) 
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nine different properties have to be input, the elastic modulus in three different directions 
( ), the shear modulus in the three directions ( zxyzxy GG ,, ) and the Poisson’s ratio 
in the three zxyzxy
zyx EEE ,, G
directions ( υυυ ,, ). Figure 3.3 gives the principal directions of the orthotropic 
aterial. 
ibers. The principal directions of this unidirectional 
RP composite can be seen in figure 3.4. 









  Figure 3.3 Principal directions of an orthotropic material 
In the present research, the orientation of the fibers is along the hoop ( 00 ) direction. Therefore, 










The material properties determined depending upon the principal directions of the FRP 
composite. To determine the failure in the FRP composite, a failure criterion has to be specified. 
For, the present model, Tsai-Wu failure criteria was used to check the failure in the FRP. The 
details of the failure criterion are given the following sections.  
3.2.2.2. Concrete 
Isotropic material properties, the elastic modulus ( E  and the Poisson’s ratio (x ) xyυ ) are input to 
the element, along with the values of ultimate tensile strength ( rf ), ultimate compressive 
strength ( c ).  The calculated values of different material data is also required by ANSYS. The 
calculations are given in the following section. 
f
3.2.3. Calculations 
The material properties of the FRP composites are calculated using micro mechanics approach. 
The principal directions of the FRP composite are shown in figure 3.4.The equations used for the 
analysis are given below [see [4] pg.149-193] 
3.2.3.1. Properties of the Composite 
1EEx = ,  y = z2EE ,  = ,  3EE
12υυ =xy , 23υυ =yz , 31υυ =zx ,. 
= , = . 
                                                                     
12GGxy = , yz x23GG 31GGz
From Rule of Mixtures 
mmff VEVEE +=1        (3.1)  







        (3.2) 
Where  = Modulus of elasticity of the Fiber, = Modulus of elasticity of the Matrix fE mE
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 f = Volume fraction of fiber and m = Volume fraction of matrixV  V  
      
Similarly the shear modulus can be calculated  




+12         (3.3)   
isson’s ratio is ca
mG = shear modulus of matrix, fG  = shear modulus of fiber 
Following the same procedure the major Po lculated 
                                                                    mmff VV υυυ += '12        (3.4) 
Where fυ = Poisson’s ratio of fiber,  mυ = Poisson’s ratio of matrix  
The relation between the major Poisson’s ratio and the minor Poisson’s ratio can be given by the 
following equation.                                 







               (3.5) 
The failure in the FRP was verified using Tsai-Wu failu tates ilure in the 
    
re criteria. It s that the fa
FRP occurs when the following equation is satisfied [see [4], pg:259-261] 
1=+ jiijii FF σσσ          (3.6) 
Where the ’s are the strength parameters. These parameters are obtained from simple uniaxial 





F 111 − ,  =
ct XX
F 111 =     (3.7) 
ct YY
F 12 −= ,    
1
ctYY
F22 =     (3.8) 
1
266




c , are the tensile ant XX , d compressive strength of the FRP in longitudinal ( X ) direction.  
ssive strength of the FRP in transverse ( ) direction. And 
 
 [see [42], pg: 5-6] 
 
                                                            
ct YY , , are the tensile and compre Y
LTS , the shear strength.  
3.2.3.2. Properties of Concrete 
The properties of the concrete are taken from
Modulus of Elasticity [ cE ] psi
  
psifE cc 57000=     (3.10) 
 Where   f = Compressive strength (psi) c
Poisons’ ratio [ ]     2.0=cυ  cυ
Modulus of Rupture [ rf ] psi, (Ultimate tensile strength) 
      psiff cr 5.7=     (3.11) 
3.2.4. Modeling and Meshing  
A cylindrical coordinate system was created at the active working plane. A hollow cylinder was 
generated with the given thickness, diameter and height dimensions. A solid cylinder was also 
generated with the considered specifications. In this model, the hollow cylinder resembles the 
FRP composite and the solid cylinder represents the concrete. The two volumes were glued 
together, assuming a perfect bonding between the composite and the concrete. For the validation 
of the model, the dimensions used were the dimensions of the coupons and specimen used in the 
experiments. For the test database, the dimensions of the cylinder were the standard diameter 152 
mm and height 305 mm. The generated model was meshed using mapped mesh which helps in 
controlling the number of elements. The fewer the number of elements, the coarse, the mesh is. 




time. The mesh size would vary with the dimension of the model. Element attributes were 
assigned to the respective elements. The hollow cylinder was meshed with SOLID46 and the 
lid cylinder with SOLD65 elements. The coordinate axes of all the elements of hollow cylinder 
are oriented to the cylindrical coordinate system. Figure 3.5 shows the finite element model of 




Figure 3.5 Finite Element Model of FRP Confined Concrete 
3.2.5. Boundary Conditions and Loading 
In the model, the Z-axis of the coordinate system coincides with the axis of the cylinder. The X 
and Y axis represent the radial and hoop directions of the cylinder respectively. The boundary 
conditions are: 1) one end of the surface was fixed i.e. all the six degrees of freedom on that 
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surface were constrained.  2) An axial compressive pressure load was applied on the other 
surface. The axial pressure load was increased gradually until the FRP fails. This type of loading 
ondition and boundary constraints are similar to cylinders under uniaxial compression test. 











A nonlinear structural analysis was performed, to include the nonlinear material behavior of 
concrete and FRP. ANSYS employs the "Newton-Raphson" approach to solve nonlinear 
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problems. In this approach, the load is subdivided into a series of load increments. The load 
increments can be applied over several load steps. This follows an iterative procedure until the 
problem converges. A number of convergence enhancement features are allowed in ANSYS like 
automatic load stepping, bisection etc can be activated to help the problem to converge. In the 
d stepping feature was activated. Automatic load stepping allows 
When a FRP wrapped concrete column is subjected to a compressive load, concrete will be the 
initial load bearing member of the structure. The compressive load causes micro-cracks in the 
concrete. The concrete crushes when its ultimate compressive strength is reached. ANSYS can 
show the cracking and crushing of the concrete for an applied load. Figure 3.7 shows the 
concrete crushing and cracking; the octagons represent crushing and the circles represent the 
cracking in the concrete. The FRP starts confining the concrete column, when the concrete 
reaches its ultimate compressive strength. Thus the FRP and the concrete core will carry the load 
collaboratively. The failure in the structure occurs when the FRP fails. FRP failure cannot be 
shown in ANSYS. The failure in FRP is checked with Tsai-Wu failure criteria (4).  
3.3. Validation of the Model 
Six sets of existing published experimental results by the Howie and Karbhari (12), Karbhari and 
Gao (14), Rochette and Labossiere (36), Xiao and Wu (50), Tountaji (45), Tountaji and Balaguru (46) 
were considered to validate the FEA model. Assumptions have been made regarding the 
present analysis automatic loa
ANSYS to determine the number of load steps required for an accurate solution. Substeps are 
defined to apply the loads gradually. The number of substeps used for the simulation was 100, 
which sets the initial sub step to 1/100th of the total load. Providing all the necessary input, the 
simulation was performed.  
3.2.7. Solution 
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unavailable data. The summary of the material properties used for one of the specimens from the 
experiments conducted is given by Table.3.1. 
 
Figure 3.  Cracking and Crushing in Concrete 
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G 3485 0.22 
 
The strengths, moduli and thicknesses of the specimen vary from one research group to another. 
The above table summarizes the material properties of one such specimen considered from the 
collected data. In the papers considered, the modulus of elasticity and the strength were given 
d a  o  t e vol e fraction. Therefore, the m terial properties are calculated 
using nd macro mechanical equations available (see Sec.3.2.3).  ion in 
in the hoop direction ( h ve  c red f alida
t a e i o s n d r s ons d on the 
previo ature data were ed in case of insufficient or unavailable data. The 
ta a as e r c t m ta we ractically 
appropriate and were not arbitrary values. Care was taken when applying these values in for 
running the finite element analysis. 
inclu ing 
 micro a
fewer det ils f h um a
 The fiber orientat
all the above cases are 00 ). In t e abo  papers onside or v tion, 
no ll the nin
us available liter
mater al pr pertie were co sidere . The efore, as umpti base  
 consider
da ssumed w  the r sult of extensive resea ch, su h tha the assu ed da re p
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FEA simulation was run with all the different model data. Comparison between the FEA 
d a l t A sim io ed ar bl he re
of the FEA simulation were approximated and curve fitted such that the error between the FEA 
u n e f pu d r   th ccep  
range. The Table below summarizes the experimental and FEA results.  









an the experiment l resu ts show tha the FE ulat ns pr ictions e relia e. T sults 




Tab e 3.2 omparison of Experim tal R ults a d FEA re ults. 
of 
Data 










0.3 5 3 5
41.9, 
47.2 
52 05 38.6 
heets 














52 05 38.6 
heets 
1 1 47 7 600 5 .5, 60 -
3  
 
152 305 38.6 Carbon 
sheets 












152 305 38.6 Carbon 
s
1.2 3 5
89.5, 89 heets 






152 305 18.0 Carbon 
sheets 
1.55 1353 96032 82.2 82 -0.2 
6 Karbhari 
and Gao 
152 305 18.0 Carbon 
sheets 






152 305 18.0 Carbon 
sheets 
5.31 513 35856 82.3 80 -2.4 
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Table 3.2 continued 
 
The above results have been published in the Lam and Teng (12) paper.  The calculations are 
shown in the appendix. In the table, is the diameter,  is the height, is the thickness, is 
the unconfined strength of the concrete, is the tensile strength of the composite,  is the 
modulus of the composite, and  is the confined concrete strength.   
 
152 305 18.0 Glass 
and 




9 Rochette and 
Labossiere 
(2000) 
150 300 43.0 Aramid 
sheets 
1.27 230 13600 47.3 45 -
4.86
10 Rochette and 
Labossiere 
(2000) 
150 300 43.0 Aramid 
sheets 
2.56 230 13600 58.9 60 1.86
11 Xiao and Wu 
(2000) 
152 305 33.7 Carbon 
sheets 









0.24 1518 69000 63.2 63 -0.3 
13 Tountaji and 76 305 31.8 Carbon 
Sheets 
0.22 3485 228000 98.7 95 -
3.74Balaguru 
(1998) 
14 Tountaji and 76 305 31.8 Carbon 
Sheets 
0.33 2940 373000 96.0 100 4.16
Balaguru 
(1998) 
15 Tountaji 76 305 31.0 Glass 
sheets 
0.24 1518 72600 60.8 61 0.3 
(1999) 
16 Tountaji 76 305 31.0 Carbon 
sheets 
0.22 3485 230500 95.0 96 1.05
(1999) 
17 Tountaji 76 305 31.0 Carbon 
sheets 
0.33 2940 372800 94 95 1.06
(1999) 






The comparison between the icted by FEA show that the 
liable. The above FEA model was also validated using an analytical model, 



















 experimental results and the results pred
FEA results are re
which is developed using the basic fundamental principles involved.  The present FE model can 
be utilized as a tool to develop a very large test database with taking into account all the possible 
ranges of the parameters affecting the confined concrete strength. Based on the test database, a 
design oriented confinement model 















4. PRACTICAL BOUNDS AND BENCHMARK ANALYTICAL SOLUTIONS FOR 
CONFIRMATION OF FE MODEL 
4.1. Introduction
 
The present chapter focuses on the analytical solutions for limiting cases of FRP confined 
concrete. These solutions can be used as bounds on the stress and displacement fields of the FRP 
confined concrete. The fundamental principles involved in the mathematical formulation of the 
problem are thoroughly explained.  
4.2. Practical Bounds 
A clear explanation of the problem is given in this chapter.  The behavior of the concrete column 
wrapped with FRP composit n of a load bearing member 
f a concrete slab.  
 
e is determined using practical applicatio
o
Consider a concrete slab of length l , breadth b and height h  as shown in Figure 4.4. The 
slab is supported by four concrete columns of diameter d  and length cl . The pressure exerted by 




F is the force exerted by the slab, and 
p=           (4.1)            
r is the radius of the concrete column. Consider the 
concrete column, without load.  The volume of the column is given by 
clrV
2π=      )            
If the pressure  is applied on the top of the concrete column unif
th  be 
compressed longitudinally without ch ension of its radius
    (4.2
ormly, then from the classical p
eory of elasticity point of view the problem is one-dimensional, and the column will
. If the pressure is anging the dim r
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 of the column is subjected to additional moment, the 





nloaded concrete columns 
 
direction as well. The objective of this section is to determine the ability of the FRP tube to 
n when it is compressed and cracks start 
to develop. To get a feeling regarding the po
olume of the column is conserved. Note that this is 
a conservative assum guments the volum
must be smaller than that of the uncompressed one. Let the dimensions of the compressed 






withstand extension in the radial direction of the colum
ssible transverse extension of the radius we will 
assume the non-physical assumption that the v
ption since by physical ar e of the compressed column 
column be 1l  and 1r  for the length and radius, respectively. Then it follows that 
( )ε−= 11 cll       (4.3) 
       
               
E
p
=ε                                           (4.4) 
E , is the Mo n is given by dulus of elasticity of the concrete. The volume of the loaded colum
                    (4.5)            1
2
11 lrV π=  
The change in the radius is obviously 
rrr −=∆ 1                    (4.6)            
 the volume is conserved then we have  
     
 
If
1VV =           (4.7) 
nd hence, we obtain from (4.2) and (4.5) 
         (4.8) 





2 lrlr c =
S





rr        (4.10) 
Substituting (4.4) into (4.10), we obtain 
( )Ep−11
However, if the slab is supported by four column, then 





=        (4.12) 
Substituting (4.12) in (4.11) we finally obtain 
                                                     ( )21 41 rEgbhlr πρ−=      (4
Similarly, su
r .13) 
bstituting (4.12) in (4.3) we finally obtain 
 ( )21 41 rEgbhlll c πρ−=       (4.14) 
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Now, let the concrete column be wrapped with a fiber reinforced polymer of thickness  as 
own in Figure 4.2.  The inner radius of the column is 
t





Figure 4.2 FRP wrap of thickness 
4.2.1. Assumptions 
In the pr
s of the concrete are retained.  








esent formulation the FRP composite is considered as homogenous, isotropic and 
linearly elastic in nature. Therefore, its general orthotropic properties of the FRP are neglected.   
The composite is wrapped along the circumferential direction of the concrete column. However, 
the propertie












.3 Free body diagram of the FRP element 
n by  
 




Let u be the radial displacement in the FRP due to the internal pressure ip . Therefore, the 
general solution (see e.g. [32] p. 560) for the radial displacement u at any point is give
ξ
ξ 21
AAu +=         (4.15) 
, are constants which are determined from the boundar21 , AA y conditions and ξ  is the radial 
ate.  For determination of the  constants, the radial stresses 21 , AA rσ  actingcoordin  on the 
elements at their respective radii are considere  the 
present case. Therefore,  
   
d which serve as the boundary condition for
( ) ir pr −=σ ,  ( ) oor pr −=σ  
Here ip  is the internal pressure, and op  is the external pressure. In the present case, the externa
pressure vanishes. Hence, the boundary conditions become  
l 
( ) ir pr −=σ        (4.16)   
( ) 0=or rσ        (4.17)            

































ν        (4.19) 
 





































Substituting the boundary conditions (4.16) (4.17) we have 
( ) ( )( )
( )

















3 1211 ννν         (4.21) 
 
 
( ) ( )( ) ( )
( )

















2 1211 ννν     (4.22) 
ence,  and a
where 1t  is the thickness of the deformed tube. Equations (4.21) and (4.22) are two equations 
with two unknowns, ip  and 1t . H re determined by (4.21) and (4.22).  
The tangential stress θ
 ip 1t  
σ  is then determined by ([32], p. 561) 











1C =        (4.24) 


















 order to explore the pressure at the interface between the concrete and the FRP we consider 
e case where the concrete slab is supported by four FRP confined concrete column. 
Figure 4.4 Concrete slab 











e slab have the following nsions:
20=l m, 10=b m, 1=h m, 2.0=r m 
and we used t  as a parameter with minimal value 001.0min =t .  
From (4.13) we obtain  
 20003.01 =r  m 
nd from (4.12) we determined  
 Pa. 
hen by using (4.21) through (4.22) we determine the values shown in Figures (4.5), (4.6), and 




(4  pθσ  and ( ) prpp ri σ−=  for various ranges of wall thickness . It 
 found that in the limit where  is very large the radial and tangential stress are approximately 
9  of the applied pressure . This is an important physical property that determines the limit 
















(Pa)   pθσ
( ) (Pa)    r pp rpi σ−=
cannot exceed a certain value by increasing the wall thickness considerably. In other words, for 
this case, the FRP can possibly apply only 5/1  of the pressure which is exerted by the concrete 
slab at the top end of the column. This signifies that for a new concrete column with out cracks, 
FRP does not provide proper confinement. From, the stress-strain plot Figure.1.1 shows that FRP 

























( )rθσ /p and /p with respect to thickness t 
enerally, in repaired cases of concrete columns where the concrete is already been cracked / 





crushed, the wrapping of the concrete columns with the composite restr


















(Pa)   pθσ
( ) (Pa)    r ppp ri σ−=
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( )rθσ / p  and /p with respect to the thicknessip  t  
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4.3. Analytical Solution for a Column Loaded by Transverse Load  
Consider a cylinder of length , radiusl  r  with a uniform cross section.  The z-axis coincides with 
the axis of the cylinder. The beam is fixed at one end ( )0=z and free at the other end ( )lz = . The 
cylinder is subjected to a transverse load , atP ( )lz = . 
Since the bending of the cylinder is about the X-axis 












Figure 4.8 C nc P  
 
The normal stress varies uniformly along the cross section, therefore 
( )( )zlCrBrzz −+= θθσ sincos    
Where  are constants 
s from Cartesian to Cylindrical coordina
Table.4.1 Transformation matrix 
               (4.27) 
CB ,














































Writing the transformation equations 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) θτθτθθτσθσθσσ cos020)(sin2cossin20sincos 22 xzyzxyzyxr +++++=  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( θτθτθθτσθσθσσθ sin020)(cos2cossin20cossin 22 −++−+++= xzyzxyzyx  )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1020)1(202100 xzyzxyzyxz τττσσσσ +++++=  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]









( )[ ] ( )( )[ ] ( )[ ] ( )( ) ( )[ ]









( )[ ] ( )( )[ ] ( )[ ] ( )( ) ( )( )[ ]
( ) ( )( )[ ] ( )([ sin1001)(cos
cos0sin









Solving the above six equations, we get the stresses as  
0=rσ                                                               (4.28)                         
 0=θσ                   (4.29) 
        z zσσ =                                                                 (4.30) 
        0=θτ r                                                                  (4.31) 
    θτθττ cossin xzyzrz +=                                                     (4.32) 
    θτθττθ sincos xzyzz −=                                                      (4.33) 
Application of boundary conditions will result in obtaining the stress and the displacements in 
the cylinder. 
        (4.34) 
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Figure 4.9 Boundary onditi ns at 
 
c o ( )0=  
The boundary conditions at ( )lz =   
    0
z
=zσ  (4.36) 
     
( ) Prdrdzrz =+∫ ∫ θ θθτθτ cossin                  (4.37) 
                 (4.38) 
z PLx


































z rdrdr   ( ) 0
2
0=zM      (4.41) 
















Figure 4.10 Boundary conditions on the surface 
 
 
( )lz =  
 41
The boundary condition on the free surface,  Rr =at    
0=rσ                    (4.42) 
0=rzσ                    (4.43) 
0=θσ r                    (4.44) 
 







Figure 4.11 Boundary conditions on the lateral surface of the cylinder 






Rr =at    
T










σ rzrrr rzrr                           (4.45) 






























     (4.47) 
pplying the boundary conditions and substituting them in the compatibility equations we get 



































       
⎟⎜ ⎟⎜−= θθτ cossinr     (4.49) 
( )
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Verifying the above equations in maple, we find that the stresses satisfy all the boundary 




r thoroughly explains the fundamental principles involved in the FRP 

















confined concrete. Practical bounds for the limiting cases of
discussed. These bounds were explained by taking a practical case of FRP confined concrete 
column subjected to the pressure exerted by a concrete slab. Analytical solution for column 

















5. CRITICAL PARAMETERS IDENTIFICATION AND EVALUATION 
.1. Introduction 
 
he developed finite element model of FRP confined concrete column accurately predicted the 
onfined concrete strength. The model has been validated using the experimental results 
ollected from the available literature.  Analytical solution for the limiting cases of FRP confined 





concrete was also discussed which clearly explained the basic principles involved in the confined 
columns. The purpose of this chapter is to identify parameters that have a considerable effect on 
the confinement effectiveness and evaluate their effect through the validated FEM analysis. This 
will help understand how each parameter influence the structural behavior of FRP confined 
concrete cylinders.  
5.2. Identification of Design Paramet
From the literature, it was found that various parameters affect the confinement effectiveness of 
FRP confined concrete cylinders. These include the FRP wall thickness, t, compressive strength 
of unconfined concrete, cf , modulus of elasticity of the fiber, fE , modulus of elasticity of the 
matrix, E , modulus of elasticity of the composite, E , ultimate tensile strength of the matrix, m frp
muσ , ultimate compressive strength of the matrix, cuσ , ultim r strength of the matrix, ate shea τ , 
tensile strength of fiber, fuσ , and hoop tensile strength of the composite, . It is noted that 
not all the parame ependent, for instance  and  can be found through the 
matrix and fiber properties and fiber volume fraction using the rule-of-mixture’s method. 
Therefore, only the following four parameters are identified as essen ials. They are the FRP wall 
thickness t, compressive strength of unconfined concrete , hoop modulus of elasticity of the 
composite , and hoop tensile strength of the composite, . Through an extensive 
frpf





literature review, the range for the above identified parameters is listed in Table 5.1. The refined 
steps for each parameter in the FEM analysis are also given in Table 5.1. 











ifferent possible combinations of these parameters have been used and a database of more than 
 strength and hoop tensile strength of the composite. Based on the modeling 
ement effectiveness is evaluated. 
the real world. The present 
study shows that there is an increase in the confinement effectiveness with respect to the 
No. 
mm MPa MPa MPa 
t  cf  frpE  frpf  
1 0.1 8.27 4300 200 
2 0.25 13.7 8925 300 
3 0.5 20.6 11900 400 
4 0.75 27.5 39625 500 
5 1 34.4 43150 600 
6 1.5 48.2 47225 700 
7 2 55.1 77700 800 
8 2.5 68.9 95525 900 
9 3 75.8 116100 1000 
10 3.5 89.6 128100 1125 
11 4 96.5 162650 1250 
12 4.5 110.3 179600 1375 
13 5 117.2 246050 1500 
14 5.5 124.1 422500 1750 
15 6 131 465500 2000 
 D
500 models was developed using validated FEM model. In the Appendix [B] the table no. 1-40, 
give the details about the confined concrete strength for different combinations of thicknesses, 
unconfined concrete
results, the effect of each individual parameter on the confin
5.2.1. Effect of FRP Wall Thickness 
In the developed models, the thickness ranges from a minimum value of 0.1 mm to 6mm. The 
range indicates that the models cover the possible thicknesses of the composite for confining the 
concrete. The range considered is applicable for most of the cases in 
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thickness. When the confinement effectiveness is plotted against the thickness from tables 1-15 
e obtain a plot as shown in Figure 5.1 
Figure 5.1 Effect of thickness on the confinement effectiveness  
  
It is clear from the plot that the confinement effectiveness is dependent on the thickness. This 
plot signifies that the relation between the confinement effectiveness and the thickness might not 
be linear in nature.  
5.2.2. Effect of Hoop Tensile Strength of the Composite 
It is known that the confinement effectiveness depends on the hoop tensile strength of the FRP. 





effectiveness. Plotting the confinement effectiveness with respect to the hoop tensile strength 
roadens the idea about the relation between them (see tables 16-30). 
 
 
oncrete Strength  












Figure 5.2 Effect of hoop tensile strength on the confinement effectiveness 
The plot shows that the confinement effectiveness follows a nonlinear curve with respect to the 
hoop tensile strength.  
5.2.3. Effect of Unconfined C
The range include
MPa. Increase in the concrete strength decreases the confinement effectiveness. Therefore, we 
can say that the confinement effectiveness also depends upon the unconfined concrete strength. 
The Figure 5.3 supports the above statement (tables 31-40). The curve follows a path indicating 
that the relation between the confinement effectiveness and the unconfined concrete strength is 















5.2.4. Effect of Modulus of Elasticity of FRP 
ittle has been studied about the effect of the modulus on the confinement effectiveness. It can 
e seen from the Figure5.4 that the confinement effectiveness changes with the change in the 
odulus (see tables1-40). It can be said that the higher the modulus of the FRP, the better the 
onfinement of the column.  
.3. Conclusions 
he above discussion has shown that the confinement effectiveness depends on the four design 
arameters. Therefore, in order to cater to the nonlinear behavior of the confinement 
effectiveness, it can be concluded that a function describing the relation between the confinement 











 modulus of elasticity  should be derived.  
ectiveness coefficient k  and the thickness t , hoop tensile strength frpf , unconfined concre

























6. A NOVEL APPROACH FOR A DESIGN-ORIENTED CONFINEMENT MODEL 
6.1 Introduction 
In Chapter 5, the essential parameters and the range for each parameter has been identified. 
RP composite and the 
unconfined concrete strength  i d l  The effect of 
individual parameters was also studied in detail. The study has shown that the confinement 
effectiveness depends s ifi n  with a nonlinear nature. Thus, to cater to 
is nonli ar behavior the coefficient of confinement effectiveness  should be expressed as a 
s 
finement effectiveness has to be taken into account. The present 
divisions of all the design parameters were considered 
hich lead to several thousand possible combinations. However, only 545 possible combinations 
have been modeled and used for analysis. A multivariate statistical analysis was performed n
the generated database to obtain the curve of best fit. When tested for models lying within the 
considered range of the parameters but not the models considered in the database, the curve fit 
was not successful in predicting the confinement effectiveness coefficient accurately. The 
variation in order of dimension of these design parameters was also a contributing factor for 
Thickness t , hoop tensile strength frpf , modulus of elasticity frpE  of the F
cf  were dentifie as the essentia parameters.
ign cantly o  these parameters
ne kth
function of thickness, hoop tensile strength, modulus of elasticity and unconfined concrete 
strength. Therefore, to develop a confinement model for the FRP confined concrete columns thi
nonlinear behavior of the con
chapter focuses on developing such a confinement model. 
6.2. Proposed Confinement Model 
6.2.1. Generation of Models 
In the generation of the test models, 15 
w
o  
inaccuracy in the prediction.  
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In order to obtain better results, the range of the essential parameters was condensed. The 
parameters were divided into two equal divisions each such that there will be sixteen possible 
combinations. The variation in the order of dimension was also eliminated by scaling the 
parameters such that the thickness was in meters and the other parameters were in GPa. Table 6.1 
ives the summary of the ranges of parameters.  
   Table 6.1 Summary of the ranges of the parameters 
No. t  (m) cf  (GPa) frpf  (GPa) frpE  (GPa) 
g
1 0.0005 0.02 0.35 40 
2 0.0035 0.08 1.5 250 
 
Sixteen models of the above parameters were generated using FEA and an expression for 
6
p e f bles ar    
 function to describe the relation among these dependent and independent variables has to be 
etermined. The problem deals with several variables; therefore a multi variable model for the 
ata can be defined using a polynomial,  
+++++++
++++++++=              
           (6.1) 
er
confinement effectiveness coefficient was obtained which is discussed in the following section. 
.2.2. Mathematical Model 












H e y , represents the dependent variable  and  are the thickness , hoop tensile 
rength  , unconfined concrete strength  and modulus of elasticity of the composite 
 k 43,21 ,, xxxx t
frpf cf frpE  st
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respectively. The above form a set of simultaneous linear equations with unknown coefficients 
 etc. All the equations causing singularity in the above 
xpression were eliminated. Therefore, the solution can be approximated by applying method of 
ast squares, in which the sums of the squares of the deviations of the data from the model are 
 of 
 unknown coefficients, a pseudo-inverse method is applied.  The 
eory behind pseudo-inverse method can be seen in Appendix C. Figure 6.1 shows the predicted  
 obtained from the FE models. The above plot confirms that 
nt variable and the 






minimized. A MATLAB code was developed to generate the solution for the above system
linear equations. To obtain the
th
k  value with respect to the actual k
the multi variable polynomial defines a perfect relation among the depende
ependent variabl s. The error in the prediction of k is elow 10%. Ther

















+= 1 , where 
0
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             (6.2) 
43,21 ,, xxx , are the thickness t , hoop tensile strength frpf , unconfined concrete strength cf  and 
modulus 
x














from the expression with actual ‘k’         
s.
 
And the coefficients obtained are 
68318, = 44.94609996,  
= -15697.97733, = -0.38881956, 
= -29.6398204, = -0.000107517, = 0.034455227, = 8208.360127 
= -0.624166485, = -14.06277535, = 0.031921929, = -3.901040487 















Figure 6.1 Plot showing variation of the predicted values 
values from the FEA result   
 
 
1A = -0.043677143, 2A = 658.0099117, 3A = 0.6671  4A
5A = 0.003719048, = -428.0012328, 6A 7A 8A
9A 10A 11A 12A
13 14 15 16A A A A
 
The proposed confinement model considered the value of empirical constant m  to be equal to 
one, in order to reduce the complexity of the problem. A higher order polynomial should be 
defined if m  was also considered as one of the indepe k
 53
possibility of is research and is 
subject to future s s.  
6.3. Illustration of the Proposed Confinement Model 
t c  c  s h n p ters are 
t the confined concrete strength. For example, consider the 
 ) = 0.00062 m  
 Hoop tensile strength  (  ) = 0.5 GPa 
the m  being an independent variable is out of the scope of th
tudie
From he proposed confinement model, it an be learly een that if all t e desig arame
known, then one can easily predic
following values for the design parameters with in the range considered. 
Thickness t  ( 1x
frp
 Unconfined concrete strength cf  ( 3x  ) = 0.04 GPa and  
Modulus of elasticity of the composite frpE  ( 4x  ) = 70 GPa 




The confining pressure,  is given by the             
                               
 lf
d
tf frp2f l =       (6.3) 
ubstituting the thickness an  h   equation where the diameter 
= 0.152 m. 
herefore, the confining pressure is obtained as  
   0.00 Pa 
es of  and , in the equation (6.2) 
                                                          
S d the oop tensile strength in the above
d
T
 lf = 407 G 












The confined concrete strength can be obtained as  
lcc k ⎟⎜+= 1  
 54
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     0474.0
⎟⎜+= )82.1(1)04.0(f  
=ccf GPa 
Thus, from the illustration it is clear that if the required design parameters are known, then using 
the equation (6.2) the confined concrete strength can be obtained.  
6.4. Comparisons and Limitations of the Confinement Model 
To obtain an accurate solution, the range of the design parameters was condensed and the details 
are summarized in Table. 6.1. From the available literature, the following are the two 
experimental results which come under the range considered.  
Table 6.2 Summary of the models within the considered range 
  
From the existing confinement models, the confinement effectiveness coefficient can be 
alcula
      (6.4) 
MPa MPa 
No. Source of Data  d  
mm




Fiber Type  t  mm frpf  frpE  
Set 1 Howie and Karbhari (1994) 152 305 38.6 Carbon sheets 0.92 1105 77500
Set 2 Howie and Karbhari (1994) 152 305 38.6 Carbon sheets 1.22 1352 95700









But, from the proposed confinement model, the confinement effectiveness coefficient is 
calculated from equation (6.2). A comparison of prediction of the confined strengths and the 
confinement effectiveness coefficients are given in table 6.3. An overall comparison shows that 
the proposed model grossly under-predicts the confinement effectiveness coefficient and 
indirectly under-estimates the confined concrete strength. 
 
Table 6.3 Comparison of the predictions of  and 
.4.1. Limitations 
o encompass the nonlinear behavior of the confinement effectiveness with the critical 
arameters, the proposed confinement model considers a multi-variable polynomial for 
redicting confinement effectiveness coefficient . This polynomial considers four independent 
parameters to represent one dependent parame . Interpolating these independent parameters 
 a four dimensional space requires a very complex empirical model which is outside the scope 
of the present study. Very large numbers of models are required to get a good approximation for 
ch a parametric representation. Therefore, it can be concluded that this is one possible reason 
for the under-estimation of the strengths by the proposed confinement model. 
 Further research on the proposed confinement model indicated that the possible under-
prediction might be also due to the interdependency of the two of the four critical parameters, the 
hoop tensile strength and the m
trix as well 










ccf  k  ccf  k  
Set 1 75.8 2.78 57.9 1.45














odulus of elasticity of the FRP. From empirical formula, the hoop 
tensile strength of the FRP can be calculated once the moduli of the fiber and the ma
as their volume fraction are known or vice-versa. In the present considered ranges, both the 
moduli of the FRP composite as well as its hoop tensile strength are considered as independent 
parameters. Therefore, when all the possible combinations are modeled there exist few odd 




















ble in the real world. Hence, it can be said that either one of the two parameters has to be 
eliminated or should be predicted from the other.   
 It can be seen that the range considered in the present model was small for any of the real 
world applications to fit in. 
6.5. Conclusions 
The present chap
circumvents the nonlinear behavior of the confinement effectiveness with the identified 
critical parameters from the test database. In the present work, it is seen that the proposed 
confinement model under-predicts the confinement effectiveness coefficients, thus indirectly 
under-predicting the confined concrete strength. The possible reasons for the under-prediction 











7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
An approach to develop a confine
 
ment model that accounts for the nonlinear behavior of the 
eness with the critical design parameters has been proposed. Unconfined 
The critical parameters were identified based on the results of the large test database. 
 A 3-D finite element model of the FRP confined concrete model was developed. The FE 
model was validated using the experimental results of six different research groups available in 
the literature. The validation has shown that the FE model accurately predicts the confined 
concrete strength. Thus, the present FE model can be used to predict the confined concrete 
strength for different dimensions and different material properties. 
 Analytical solution for the FRP confined concrete columns was formulated assuming the 
FRP 
practical application of the FRP confined concrete column as a load bearing member of a 
oncrete slab. It was concluded that for a new concrete column without cracks the FRP does not 
provide p
also deve
nges for them. A large test database was assembled with different combinations of these 
identified tegically investigated to 
exam
columns. nfinement effectiveness depends on four design 
confinement effectiv
concrete strength cf , FRP wall thickness t , Hoop tensile strength frpf  and Modulus of Elasticity 
were identified as the critical design parameters which affect the confinement effectiveness. frpE
to be an isotropic, linearly elastic material. The solution was developed by considering the 
c
roper confinement. Analytical solution for columns subjected to transverse load was 
loped. 
Extensive research has been done to identify the design parameters and to define possible 
ra
 ranges, based on the FE results. The test database was stra
ine the effect of various design parameters on the behavior of the FRP confined concrete 
 This study revealed that the co
 58
parameters, the thickness of the FRP, the unconfined concrete strength, the hoop tensile strength 
and the m  The effect of each parameter was also studied in detail. 
effective
xpression for the confinement effectiveness coefficient was developed by considering a 
particular set of 16 combinations of the four design parameters which were divided equally. 
Pseud
confinem
onfinement effectiveness.  
In
effectiveness coefficient, thus under-predicting the confined concrete strength. The possible 
reasons f
model is required to represent the four parameters. It was also found that the hoop tensile 
strength 
ey are inter-dependent variables. 
7.1. Futu
It is 
oop strength or the modulus of elasticity should be eliminated from the independent variables 
list. It is g the range of parameters which are much closer to the 
real w
 T pirical constant  is considered to be one, to reduce the complexity 
in der
of differe confinement model.  
   
odulus of elasticity of the FRP. 
To cater to the nonlinear behavior of the confinement effectiveness, the confinement 
ness coefficient k  was considered as a function of the four design parameters. The 
e
o inverse method was applied to obtain the coefficients for the expression. Finally, a 
ent model was proposed by considering the nonlinear relation which exists with the 
c
 the present work, the proposed confinement model under estimated the confinement 
or such under-predictions were investigated and it was realized that a complex empirical 
and the modulus of elasticity of the FRP cannot be assumed as independent variables, as 
th
re Studies 
suggested that to have a better solution one of the two inter-related parameters either the 
h
also suggested that considerin
orld applications will also result in obtaining better results.  
he value of the em m
iving the confinement model. Therefore, further research is needed to investigate the effect 
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APPENDIX A: BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
> restart;
Boundary Condition  (Eq: 4.29)  
> sigz:=-(P/Ix)*r*sin(theta)*(l-z);
sigz := - 
P r sin( ) l - z( )
Ix
> Eq1:=subs(z=0,sigz);
Eq1 := - 
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> Eq1:=trz*cos(theta)-ttz*sin(theta);
Eq1 := 
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Boundary Condition from Eq: 4.32
> sigz:=-(P/Ix)*r*sin(theta)*(l-z);
sigz := - 
















































Boundary Condition at z=0
> Bc1:=int(Eq4,theta=0..2*Pi);











Boundary Conditions from Eq: 4.33
> sigz:=-(P/Ix)*r*sin(theta)*(l-z);
sigz := - 
P r sin( ) l - z( )
Ix
> Eq1:=sigz*r*cos(theta);
Eq1 := - 
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> Eq2:=subs(z=0,Eq1);
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Table No.1 Summary of t n onc  str  ess  
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PE  B: ST A ABAS
he co fined c rete ength for thickn  =0.1 mm 




  cf  
MPa 




  fE  
 MPa 
     lf  







1 0.1 1 8.27 13611 200 4300 0.263158 2 0.031821 -23.826
2 0.1 1 13.7 17518 300 8925 0.394737 4 0.028813 -24.5733
3 0.1 1 20.6 21482 400 11900 0.526316 6 0.025549 -27.74
4 0.1 1 27.5 24820 500 39625 0.657895 8 0.023923 -29.64
5 0.1 1 34.4 27760 600 43150 0.789474 10 0.02295 -30.9067
6 0.1 1 48.2 32859 700 47225 0.921053 14 0.019109 -37.1314
7 0.1 1 55.1 35133 800 77700 1.052632 16 0.019104 -37.145
8 0.1 1 68.9 39287 900 95525 1.184211 20 0.017187 -41.2933
9 0.1 1 75.8 41207 1000 116100 1.315789 20 0.017359 -42.408
10 0.1 1 89.6 44801 1125 128100 1.480263 22 0.016521 -45.6676
11 0.1 1 96.5 46494 1250 162650 1.644737 24 0.017044 -44.08
12 0.1 1 110.3 49708 1375 179600 1.809211 26 0.016403 -46.5949
13 0.1 1 117.2 51239 1500 246050 1.973684 27 0.01684 -45.7013
14 0.1 1 124.1 52725 1750 422250 2.302632 27 0.018555 -42.1691






Table No.2 Summary of the confined c e st h ness 
 
N       




  MPa 
  
  MPa
   
   MPa 
oncret rengt  for thick =0.25 mm 
 




   f  c    E  c
  MPa
 f f     E  f
  MPa 
     f  l




f k  
1 0.   25 1 8.27 13611 200 4300 0.657895 2 0.079552 -9.5304
2 0.   25 1 13.7 17111 300 8925 0.986842 5 0.072032 -8.816
3 0.   25 1 20.6 21482 400 11900 1.315789 9 0.063873 -8.816
4 0.   25 1 27.5 24820 500 39625 1.644737 10 0.059809 -10.64
5 0.   25 1 34.4 27760 600 43150 1.973684 10 0.057375 -12.3627
6 0.   -25 1 48.2 32859 700 47225 2.302632 12 0.047772 15.7211
7 0.   25 1 55.1 35133 800 77700 2.631579 16 0.04776 -14.858
8 0.   25 1 68.9 39287 900 95525 2.960526 20 0.042968 -16.5173
9 0.   25 1 75.8 41207 1000 116100 3.289474 20 0.043397 -16.9632
10 0.   -25 1 89.6 44801 1125 128100 3.700658 22 0.041302 18.267
11 0.25 1 96.5 46494 1250 162650 4.111842 25 0.04261 -17.3888
12 0.25 1 110.3 49708 1375 179600 4.523026 25 0.041007 -18.8591
13 0.25 1 117.2 51239 1500 246050 4.934211 28 0.042101 -18.0779
14 0.25 1 124.1 52725 1750 422250 5.756579 28 0.046387 -16.6939
15 0.25 1 131 54171 2000 465500 6.578947 30 0.050221 -15.352
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Table No.3 Summary of the confined concrete strength for thickness =0.5 mm 
 
No.       t   
   mm 
Number  
of layers 
    c kf  
  MPa 
    cE
  MPa
   ff  
  MPa
    fE
  MPa 
     lf  
   MPa 






   MPa 
 
1 0.5 1 8.27 13611 200 4300 1.315789 10 0.159104 1.3148
2 0.5 1 13.7 17111 300 8925 1.973684 19 0.144065 2.685333
3 0.5 1 20.6 21482 400 11900 2.631579 22 0.127747 0.532
4 0.5 1 27.5 24820 500 39625 3.289474 32 0.119617 1.368
5 0.5 1 34.4 27760 600 43150 3.947368 40 0.114749 1.418667
6 0.5 1 48.2 32859 700 47225 4.605263 47 0.095545 -0.26057
7 0.5 1 55.1 35133 800 77700 5.263158 68 0.09552 2.451
8 0.5 1 68.9 39287 900 95525 5.921053 80 0.085937 1.874667
9 0.5 1 75.8 41207 1000 116100 6.578947 90 0.086794 2.1584
10 0.5 1 89.6 44801 1125 128100 7.401316 100 0.082604 1.405156
11 0.5 1 96.5 46494 1250 162650 8.223684 119 0.08522 2.736
12 0.5 1 110.3 49708 1375 179600 9.046053 124 0.082013 1.514473
13 0.5 1 117.2 51239 1500 246050 9.868421 127 0.084202 0.993067
14 0.5 1 124.1 52725 1750 422250 11.51316 135 0.092773 0.946743





Tabl .  o e n  c cre e e gth  th ckn s 0.75 mm 
 
No.       
   m
Number 
 of laye   MPa   MPa
   
  
   
   MPa 
e No 4 Summary f th confi ed on t  str n  for i es  =
t   k  
m rs
    cf     cE  
  MPa
   ff  fE  
MPa 
     lf  




1 0. 1 1.175 1 8.27 13611 200 4300 1.973684 0.5 0.238656 29867
2 0.75 1 13.7 17111 300 8925 2.960526 20 0.216097 2.128
3 0.75 1 20.6 21482 400 11900 3.947368 31 0.19162 2.634667
4 0.75 1 27.5 24820 500 39625 4.934211 40 0.179426 2.533333
5 0.75 1 34.4 27760 600 43150 5.921053 51 0.172124 2.803556
6 0. 2.275 1 48.2 32859 700 47225 6.907895 64 0.143317 87238
7 0.75 1 55.1 35133 800 77700 7.894737 74 0.14328 2.394
8 0.75 1 68.9 39287 900 95525 8.881579 82 0.128905 1.474963
9 0. 175 1 75.8 41207 1000 116100 9.868421 94 0.13019 .844267
10 0.75 1 89.6 44801 1125 128100 11.10197 102 0.123906 1.116919
11 0.75 1 96.5 46494 1250 162650 12.33553 113 0.127829 1.3376
12 0.75 1 110.3 49708 1375 179600 13.56908 129 0.12302 1.378133
13 0. 1 1.275 1 17.2 51239 1500 246050 14.80263 135 0.126302 02489
14 0.75 1 124.1 52725 1750 422250 17.26974 140 0.13916 0.920686







Table of e on ed co r te en h th ckn  = mm
 
 
Table No.6 Summary o nfined c e strength kness = 1.5 mm 
 
No.       





   
  M
   
 
   
   M






f the co oncret  for thic




  f  c
MPa 






     f  l




f k  
1 1.5 1 8.27 13611 200 4300 3.947368 12 0.477312 0.944933
2 1.5 1 13.7 17111 300 8925 5.921053 21 0.432194 1.232889
3 1.5 1 20.6 21482 400 11900 7.894737 25 0.38324 0.557333
4 1.5 1 27.5 24820 500 39625 9.868421 30 0.358852 0.253333
5 1 0..5 1 34.4 27760 600 43150 11.84211 36 0.344247 135111
6 1.5 1 48.2 32859 700 47225 13.81579 50 0.286635 0.130286
7 1.5 1 55.1 35133 800 77700 15.78947 66 0.28656 0.690333
8 1.5 1 68.9 39287 900 95525 17.76316 72 0.257811 0.174519
9 1.5 1 75.8 41207 1000 116100 19.73684 89 0.260381 0.6688
10 1.5 1 89.6 44801 1125 128100 22.20395 119 0.247812 1.324089
11 1 1.5 1 96.5 46494 1250 162650 24.67105 122 0.255659 .0336
12 1.5 1 110.3 49708 1375 179600 27.13816 125 0.24604 0.541673
13 1.5 1 117.2 51239 1500 246050 29.60526 127 0.252605 0.331022
14 1.5 1 124.1 52725 1750 422250 34.53947 133 0.27832 0.257676




No      
   m
Number
of layers




   
  M




   
   MP










f  f E
Pa 
    lf  







1 1 1 8 1 2 2 1 0 1 .27 3611 00 4300 .631579 3 .318208 .7974
2 1 1 1 1 3 3 2 0 2 3.7 7111 00 8925 .947368 4 .288129 .609333
3 1 1 2 2 4 1 5 3 0 0.6 1482 00 1900 .263158 7 .255493 3.116
4 1 1 2 2 5 3 6 4 0 7.5 4820 00 9625 .578947 9 .239234 3.268
5 1 1 3 2 6 4 7 5 0 2 4.4 7760 00 3150 .894737 2 .229498 .229333
6 1 1 4 3 9 6 1 8.2 2859 700 47225 .210526 1 0.19109 .389714
7 1 1 5 3 1 5.1 5133 800 77700 0.52632 76 0.19104 1.9855
8 1 1 6 3 1 0 8.9 9287 900 95525 1.84211 95 .171874 2.204
9 1 1 4 1 1 1 1 0 75.8 1207 000 16100 3.15789 03 .173587 2.0672
10 1 1 4 1 1 1 1 0 1 89.6 4801 125 28100 4.80263 07 .165208 .175467
11 1 1 4 1 1 1 1 0 96.5 6494 250 62650 6.44737 10 .170439 0.8208
12 1 1 1 4 1 1 1 1 0 0 10.3 9708 375 79600 8.09211 21 .164026 .591418
13 1 1 117.2 5123 1500 2460 19.736 126 0.1684 0.44589 50 84 03 67
14 1 1 124.1 52725 1750 422250 23.02632 135 0.185546 0.473371
15 1 1 131 54171 2000 465500 26.31579 140 0.200884 0.342
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Table No.7 Summary of the confined concrete strength fo  2 mm 
able No. 8 Summary of the confined concrete strength for thickness =2.5 mm 
No. 









      t   Number     cf  
MPa 
   cE  
  MPa
   ff  
Pa
   fE  
Pa 
     lf  
   MPa 




1 2 0..5 1 8.27 13611 200 4300 6.578947 12 0.79552 56696
2 2 0.7.5 1 13.7 17111 300 8925 9.868421 21 0.720323 39733
3 2 0.5 1 20.6 21482 400 11900 13.15789 33 0.638733 .9424
4 2 0.5 1 27.5 24820 500 39625 16.44737 37 0.598086 .5776
5 2.5 1 34.4 27760 600 43150 19.73684 43 0.573745 0.435733
6 2.5 1 48.2 32859 700 47225 23.02632 56 0.477724 0.338743
7 2.5 1 55.1 35133 800 77700 26.31579 68 0.477601 0.4902
8 2 0..5 1 68.9 39287 900 95525 29.60526 84 0.429685 510044
9 2.5 1 75.8 41207 1000 116100 32.89474 96 0.433968 0.61408
10 2 0..5 1 89.6 44801 1125 128100 37.00658 110 0.41302 551253
11 2.5 1 96.5 46494 1250 162650 41.11842 117 0.426098 0.49856
12 2.5 1 110.3 49708 1375 179600 45.23026 119 0.410066 0.192349
13 2.5 1 117.2 51239 1500 246050 49.34211 126 0.421008 0.178347
14 2 1 0..5 1 24.1 52725 1750 422250 57.56579 133 0.463866 154606






  MPa   M
No.       t   
   mm 
Number 
 of layers 
    cf      cE
  MPa
   ff  
Pa
   fE  
  MPa 
     lf  
   MPa 
    ccf




1 2 1 8.27 13611 200 4300 5.263158 15 0.636416 1.2787
2 2 1 13.7 17518 300 8925 7.894737 22 0.576258 1.051333
3 2 1 20.6 21482 400 11900 10.52632 40 0.510986 1.843
4 2 1 27.5 24820 500 39625 13.15789 43 0.478469 1.178
5 2 1 34.4 27760 600 43150 15.78947 55 0.458996 1.304667
6 2 1 48.2 32859 700 47225 18.42105 60 0.38218 0.640571
7 2 1 55.1 35133 800 77700 21.05263 74 0.38208 0.89775
8 2 1 68.9 39287 900 95525 23.68421 86 0.343748 0.722
9 2 1 75.8 41207 1000 116100 26.31579 110 0.347174 1.2996
10 2 1 89.6 44801 1125 128100 29.60526 117 0.330416 0.925511
11 2 1 96.5 46494 1250 162650 32.89474 125 0.340878 0.8664
12 2 1 110.3 49708 1375 179600 36.18421 127 0.328053 0.461527
13 2 1 117.2 51239 1500 246050 39.47368 132 0.336806 0.374933
14 2 1 124.1 52725 1750 422250 46.05263 137 0.371093 0.280114
15 2 1 131 54171 2000 465500 52.63158 140 0.401768 0.171
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   m  of laye     M   M    M
e No 9 ummary f the f d on r st g  for th es 3




    cf  
MPa 
   cE  
  MPa
   ff  
Pa
   fE  
Pa 
     lf  
   MPa 





1 3 1 8.27 13611 200 4300 7.894737 18 0.954624 1.232467
2 3 1 13.7 17518 300 8925 11.84211 26 0.864387 1.038667
3 3 1 20.6 21482 400 11900 15.78947 40 0.766479 1.228667
4 3 1 27.5 24820 500 39625 19.73684 44 0.717703 0.836
5 3 1 34.4 27760 600 43150 23.68421 51 0.688494 0.700889
6 3 1 48.2 32859 700 47225 27.63158 63 0.573269 0.535619
7 3 1 55.1 35133 800 77700 31.57895 81 0.573121 0.820167
8 3 1 68.9 39287 900 95525 35.52632 98 0.515621 0.819111
9 3 1 75.8 41207 1000 116100 39.47368 116 0.520761 1.0184
10 3 1 89.6 44801 1125 128100 44.40789 120 0.495624 0.684563
11 3 1 96.5 46494 1250 162650 49.34211 115 0.511317 0.374933
12 3 1 110.3 49708 1375 179600 54.27632 119 0.492079 0.160291
13 3 1 117.2 51239 1500 246050 59.21053 130 0.505209 0.216178
14 3 1 124.1 52725 1750 422250 69.07895 140 0.556639 0.230171
15 3 
 





Table No.10 Summary of the confined concrete strength for thickness = 3.5 mm
No.       t   
   mm 
Number 
 of layers 
     cf
  MPa 
   cE  
  MPa   MPa    MPa 
    ff
  MPa
   fE        lf
   MPa 






1 3.5 1 8.27 13611 200 4300 9.210526 15 1.113727 0.730686
2 3.5 1 13.7 17111 300 8925 13.81579 22 1.008452 0.600762
3 3 0..5 1 20.6 21482 400 11900 18.42105 35 0.894226 781714
4 3 1..5 1 27.5 24820 500 39625 23.02632 60 0.837321 411429
5 3 1..5 1 34.4 27760 600 43150 27.63158 65 0.803244 107429
6 3 0..5 1 48.2 32859 700 47225 32.23684 70 0.668814 676245
7 3.5 1 55.1 35133 800 77700 36.84211 73 0.668641 0.485857
8 3.5 1 68.9 39287 900 95525 41.44737 77 0.601558 0.195429
9 3.5 1 75.8 41207 1000 116100 46.05263 93 0.607555 0.373486
10 3.5 1 89.6 44801 1125 128100 51.80921 100 0.578228 0.200737
11 3.5 1 96.5 46494 1250 162650 57.56579 115 0.596537 0.321371
12 3.5 1 110.3 49708 1375 179600 63.32237 125 0.574092 0.232145
13 3.5 1 117.2 51239 1500 246050 69.07895 136 0.589411 0.272152
14 3 52725 1750 422250 80.59211 140 0.649413 9.5 1 124.1 0.1972
15 3.5 1 131 54171 2000 465500 92.10526 150 0.703094 0.206286
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Table No.11 Summary of the confined concrete strength for thickness =4 mm 
 
No.       
   mm 
Number 
 of layers
    
  MPa 
   
  MPa
   
  MPa
   
  MPa 
     
   MPa 
   
   MPa 







1 4 1 8.27 13611 200 4300 10.52632 19.9 1.272831 1.10485
2 4 1 13.7 17111 300 8925 15.78947 32 1.152516 1.159
3 4 1 20.6 21482 400 11900 21.05263 41 1.021972 0.969
4 4 1 27.5 24820 500 39625 26.31579 55 0.956938 1.045
5 4 1 34.4 27760 600 43150 31.57895 65 0.917993 0.969
6 4 1 48.2 32859 700 47225 36.84211 80 0.764359 0.863143
7 4 1 55.1  35133 800 77700 42.10526 89 0.764161 0.805125
8 4 1 68.9 39287 900 95525 47.36842 89 0.687495 0.424333
9 4 1 75.8 41207 1000 116100 52.63158 95 0.694348 0.3648
10 4 1 89.6 44801 1125 128100 59.21053 103 0.660832 0.226311
11 4 1 96.5 46494 1250 162650 65.78947 110 0.681756 0.2052
12 4 1 110.3 49708 1375 179600 72.36842 122 0.656105 0.161673
13 4 1 117.2 51239 1500 246050 78.94737 126 0.673612 0.111467
14 4 1 124.1 52725 1750 422250 92.10526 180 0.742186 0.606914











No.       
   mm 
Number  
of layers 
    
  MPa 
   
  MPa
   
  MPa
   
  MPa 
     
   MPa 
   
   MPa 







1 4.5 1 8.27 13611 200 4300 11.84211 30 1.431935 1.834978
2 4.5 1 13.7 17518 300 8925 17.76316 55 1.296581 2.325037
3 4.5 1 20.6 21482 400 11900 23.68421 60 1.149719 1.663556
4 4.5 1 27.5 24820 500 39625 29.60526 80 1.076555 1.773333
5 4.5 1 34.4 27760 600 43150 35.52632 95 1.032742 1.705778
6 4.5 1 48.2 32859 700 47225 41.44737 98 0.859904 1.201524
7 4.5 1 55.1 35133 800 77700 47.36842 100 0.859681 0.947889
8 4.5 1 68.9 39287 900 95525 53.28947 107 0.773432 0.714963
9 4.5 1 75.8 41207 1000 116100 59.21053 112 0.781142 0.611378
10 4.5 1 89.6 44801 1125 128100 66.61184 115 0.743436 0.381314
11 4.5 1 96.5 46494 1250 162650 74.01316 120 0.766976 0.317511
12 4.5 1 110.3 49708 1375 179600 81.41447 129 0.738119 0.229689
13 4.5 1 117.2 51239 1500 246050 88.81579 136 0.757814 0.211674
14 4.5 1 124.1 52725 1750 422250 103.6184 143 0.834959 0.1824
15 4.5 1 131 54171 2000 465500 118.4211 172 0.903978 0.346222
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No.       
   mm 
Number 
 of layers 
    
  MPa 
   
  MPa
   
  MPa
   
  MPa 
     
   MPa 
   
   MPa 







1 5 1 8.27 13611 200 4300 13.15789 41 1.591039 2.48748
2 5 1 13.7 17111 300 8925 19.73684 57 1.440645 2.193867
3 5 1 20.6 21482 400 11900 26.31579 69 1.277466 1.8392
4 5 1 27.5 24820 500 39625 32.89474 76 1.196172 1.4744
5 5 1 34.4 27760 600 43150 39.47368 80 1.147491 1.1552
6 5 1 48.2 32859 700 47225 46.05263 93 0.955449 0.9728
7 5 1 55.1 35133 800 77700 52.63158 104 0.955201 0.9291
8 5 1 68.9 39287 900 95525 59.21053 117 0.859369 0.812356
9 5 1 75.8 41207 1000 116100 65.78947 124 0.867935 0.73264
10 5 1 89.6 44801 1125 128100 74.01316 137 0.82604 0.640427
11 5 1 96.5 46494 1250 162650 82.23684 145 0.852195 0.58976
12 5 1 110.3 49708 1375 179600 90.46053 150 0.820132 0.438865
13 5 1 117.2 51239 1500 246050 98.68421 163 0.842015 0.464107
14 5 1 124.1 52725 1750 422250 115.1316 172 0.927732 0.416046
15 5 1 131 54171 2000 465500 131.5789 210 1.004419 0.6004
No.       
   mm 
Number  
of layers 
    
  MPa 
   
  MPa
   
  MPa
   
  MPa 
     
   MPa 
   
   MPa 






f  cE  lf  ccf  
1 5.5 1 8.27 13611 200 4300 14.47368 47 1.750143 2.675891
2 5.5 1 13.7 17111 300 8925 21.71053 65 1.58471 2.362909
3 5.5 1 20.6 21482 400 11900 28.94737 71 1.405212 1.741091
4 5.5 1 27.5 24820 500 39625 36.18421 86 1.315789 1.616727
5 5.5 1 34.4 27760 600 43150 43.42105 99 1.26224 1.487758
6 5.5 1 48.2 32859 700 47225 50.65789 102 1.050994 1.062026
7 5.5 1 55.1 35133 800 77700 57.89474 105 1.050721 0.861909
8 5.5 1 68.9 39287 900 95525 65.13158 109 0.945306 0.615677
9 5.5 1 75.8 41207 1000 116100 72.36842 110 0.954729 0.472582
10 5.5 1 89.6 44801 1125 128100 81.41447 110 0.908644 0.25057
11 5.5 1 96.5 46494 1250 162650 90.46053 115 0.937415 0.204509
12 5.5 1 110.3 49708 1375 179600 99.50658 122 0.902145 0.11758
13 5.5 1 117.2 51239 1500 246050 108.5526 127 0.926217 0.090279
14 5.5 1 124.1 52725 1750 422250 126.6447 145 1.020506 0.165029
15 5.5 1 131 54171 2000 465500 144.7368 200 1.104861 0.476727
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Table No.16 Summary of the confined concrete strength for unconfined concrete strength = 
8.27MPa 
 
No.       
   mm 
Number  
of layers 
    
  MPa 
   
  MPa
   
  MPa
   
  MPa
     
   MPa 
   
   MPa 







1 0.1 1 8.27 13611 200 4300 0.263158 2 0.031821 -23.826
2 0.25 1 8.27 13611 300 8925 0.986842 20 0.119328 11.8864
3 0.5 1 8.27 13611 400 11900 2.631579 27 0.318208 7.1174
4 0.75 1 8.27 13611 500 39625 4.934211 30.9 0.59664 4.586347
5 1 1 8.27 13611 600 43150 7.894737 38 0.954624 3.7658
6 1.5 1 8.27 13611 700 47225 13.81579 47 1.670591 2.803314
7 2 1 8.27 13611 800 77700 21.05263 54 2.545663 2.172175












No.       
   mm 
Number 
 of layers 
    
  MPa 
   
  MPa
   
  MPa
   
  MPa 
     
   MPa 
   
   MPa 






f  cE  lf  ccf  
1 6 1 8.27 13611 200 4300 15.78947 51 1.909247 2.706233
2 6 1 13.7 17111 300 8925 23.68421 70 1.728774 2.377111
3 6 1 20.6 21482 400 11900 31.57895 89 1.532959 2.166
4 6 1 27.5 24820 500 39625 39.47368 98 1.435407 1.786
5 6 1 34.4 27760 600 43150 47.36842 106 1.376989 1.511556
6 6 1 48.2 32859 700 47225 55.26316 110 1.146539 1.118286
7 6 1 55.1 35133 800 77700 63.15789 120 1.146241 1.027583
8 6 1 68.9 39287 900 95525 71.05263 125 1.031243 0.789556
9 6 1 75.8 41207 1000 116100 78.94737 130 1.041522 0.686533
10 6 1 89.6 44801 1125 128100 88.81579 130 0.991248 0.454874
11 6 1 96.5 46494 1250 162650 98.68421 132 1.022634 0.359733
12 6 1 110.3 49708 1375 179600 108.5526 139 0.984158 0.264388
13 6 1 117.2 51239 1500 246050 118.4211 142 1.010419 0.209422
14 6 1 124.1 52725 1750 422250 138.1579 180 1.113279 0.40461
15 6 1 131 54171 2000 465500 157.8947 250 1.205303 0.753667
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Table No.18 Summary of the confined concrete strength for unconfined concrete strength = 
20.6MPa 
 
No.       
   mm 
Number  
of layers 
    
  MPa 
   
  MPa
   
  MPa
   
  MPa 
     
   MPa 
   
   MPa 







1 0.1 1 20.6 21482 200 4300 0.263158 5 0.012775 -59.28
2 0.25 1 20.6 21482 300 8925 0.986842 4 0.047905 -16.8213
3 0.5 1 20.6 21482 400 11900 2.631579 25 0.127747 1.672
4 0.75 1 20.6 21482 500 39625 4.934211 27 0.239525 1.297067
5 1 1 20.6 21482 600 43150 7.894737 35.5 0.38324 1.887333
6 1.5 1 20.6 21482 700 47225 13.81579 37 0.670669 1.187048
7 2 1 20.6 21482 800 77700 21.05263 46 1.021972 1.2065
8 2.5 1 20.6 21482 900 95525 29.60526 47 1.437149 0.891733
9 3 1 20.6 21482 1000 116100 39.47368 50 1.916198 0.7448
10 3.5 1 20.6 21482 1125 128100 51.80921 55 2.51501 0.663975
11 4 1 20.6 21482 1250 162650 65.78947 63 3.193664 0.64448










No.       
   mm 
Number  
of layers 
    
  MPa 
   
  MPa
   
  MPa
   
  MPa 
     
   MPa 
   
   MPa 






f  cE  lf  ccf  
1 0.1 1 13.7 17518 200 4300 0.263158 4 0.019209 -36.86
2 0.25 1 13.7 17518 300 8925 0.986842 15 0.072032 1.317333
3 0.5 1 13.7 17518 400 11900 2.631579 17 0.192086 1.254
4 0.75 1 13.7 17518 500 39625 4.934211 20 0.360161 1.2768
5 1 1 13.7 17518 600 43150 7.894737 25 0.576258 1.431333
6 1.5 1 13.7 17518 700 47225 13.81579 30 1.008452 1.17981
7 2 1 13.7 17518 800 77700 21.05263 40 1.536688 1.24925
8 2.5 1 13.7 17518 900 95525 29.60526 43 2.160968 0.989689
9 3 1 13.7 17518 1000 116100 39.47368 44 2.881291 0.7676
10 3.5 1 13.7 17518 1125 128100 51.80921 45 3.781694 0.60414
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No.       
   mm 
Number  
of layers 
    
  MPa 
   
  MPa
   
  MPa
   
  MPa 
     
   MPa 
   
   MPa 






f  cE  lf  ccf  
2 0.25 1 27.5 24820 300 8925 0.986842 8 0.035885 -19.76
3 0.5 1 27.5 24820 400 11900 2.631579 29 0.095694 0.57
4 0.75 1 27.5 24820 500 39625 4.934211 35 0.179426 1.52
5 1 1 27.5 24820 600 43150 7.894737 40 0.287081 1.583333
6 1.5 1 27.5 24820 700 47225 13.81579 41 0.502392 0.977143
7 2 1 27.5 24820 800 77700 21.05263 45 0.76555 0.83125
8 2.5 1 27.5 24820 900 95525 29.60526 51 1.076555 0.793778
9 3 1 27.5 24820 1000 116100 39.47368 56 1.435407 0.722
10 3.5 1 27.5 24820 1125 128100 51.80921 60 1.883971 0.627302
11 4 1 27.5 24820 1250 162650 65.78947 62 2.392344 0.5244
12 4.5 1 27.5 24820 1375 179600 81.41447 67 2.960526 0.485172













No.       
   mm 
Number  
of layers 
    
  MPa 
   
  MPa
   
  MPa
   
  MPa 
     
   MPa 
   
   MPa 






f  cE  lf  ccf  
2 0.25 1 34.4 27760 300 8925 0.986842 15 0.028687 -19.6587
3 0.5 1 34.4 27760 400 11900 2.631579 40 0.076499 2.128
4 0.75 1 34.4 27760 500 39625 4.934211 45 0.143436 2.148267
5 1 1 34.4 27760 600 43150 7.894737 53 0.229498 2.356
6 1.5 1 34.4 27760 700 47225 13.81579 60 0.401622 1.852952
7 2 1 34.4 27760 800 77700 21.05263 65 0.611995 1.4535
8 2.5 1 34.4 27760 900 95525 29.60526 66.5 0.860618 1.084267
9 3 1 34.4 27760 1000 116100 39.47368 71 1.147491 0.9272
10 3.5 1 34.4 27760 1125 128100 51.80921 73 1.506082 0.745041
11 4 1 34.4 27760 1250 162650 65.78947 78 1.912485 0.66272
12 4.5 1 34.4 27760 1375 179600 81.41447 88 2.3667 0.65836
13 5 1 34.4 27760 1500 246050 98.68421 90 2.868727 0.563413
14 5.5 1 34.4 27760 1750 422250 126.6447 110 3.681533 0.596945
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Table No.21 Summary of the confined concrete strength for unconfined concrete strength = 
48.2MPa 
 
No.       
   mm 
Number  
of layers 
    
  MPa 
   
  MPa
   
  MPa
   
  MPa 
     
   MPa 
   
   MPa 






f  cE  lf  ccf  
2 0.25 1 48.2 32859 300 8925 0.986842 25 0.020474 -23.5093
3 0.5 1 48.2 32859 400 11900 2.631579 30 0.054597 -6.916
4 0.75 1 48.2 32859 500 39625 4.934211 70 0.10237 4.418133
5 1 1 48.2 32859 600 43150 7.894737 73.5 0.163791 3.204667
6 1.5 1 48.2 32859 700 47225 13.81579 76 0.286635 2.01219
7 2 1 48.2 32859 800 77700 21.05263 85 0.436777 1.748
8 2.5 1 48.2 32859 900 95525 29.60526 95 0.614217 1.5808
9 3 1 48.2 32859 1000 116100 39.47368 98 0.818956 1.2616
10 3.5 1 48.2 32859 1125 128100 51.80921 100 1.07488 0.999822
11 4 1 48.2 32859 1250 162650 65.78947 80 1.364927 0.48336
12 4.5 1 48.2 32859 1375 179600 81.41447 105 1.689097 0.697665
13 5 1 48.2 32859 1500 246050 98.68421 120 2.04739 0.727573
14 5.5 1 48.2 32859 1750 422250 126.6447 125 2.627484 0.606421











No.       
   mm 
Number  
of layers 
    
  MPa 
   
  MPa
   
  MPa
   
  MPa 
     
   MPa 
   
   MPa 






f  cE  lf  ccf  
2 0.25 1 55.1 35133 300 8925 0.986842 25 0.01791 -30.5013
3 0.5 1 55.1 35133 400 11900 2.631579 35 0.04776 -7.638
4 0.75 1 55.1 35133 500 39625 4.934211 56 0.08955 0.1824
5 1 1 55.1 35133 600 43150 7.894737 57 0.14328 0.240667
6 1.5 1 55.1 35133 700 47225 13.81579 64 0.25074 0.64419
7 2 1 55.1 35133 800 77700 21.05263 70 0.38208 0.70775
8 2.5 1 55.1 35133 900 95525 29.60526 78 0.537301 0.773511
9 3 1 55.1 35133 1000 116100 39.47368 85 0.716401 0.757467
10 3.5 1 55.1 35133 1125 128100 51.80921 90 0.940276 0.673625
11 4 1 55.1 35133 1250 162650 65.78947 101 1.194001 0.69768
12 4.5 1 55.1 35133 1375 179600 81.41447 109 1.477577 0.662044
13 5 1 55.1 35133 1500 246050 98.68421 112 1.791002 0.576587
14 5.5 1 55.1 35133 1750 422250 126.6447 123 2.298453 0.536145
15 6 1 55.1 35133 2000 465500 157.8947 130 2.865603 0.474367
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Table No.24 Summary of the confined concrete strength for unconfined concrete strength = 
75.8MPa 
 
No.       
   mm 
Number  
of layers 
    
  MPa 
   
  MPa
   
  MPa
   
  MPa 
     
   MPa 
   
   MPa 







2 0.25 1 75.8 41207 300 8925 0.986842 35 0.013019 -41.344
3 0.5 1 75.8 41207 400 11900 2.631579 40 0.034717 -13.604
4 0.75 1 75.8 41207 500 39625 4.934211 60 0.065095 -3.20213
5 1 1 75.8 41207 600 43150 7.894737 77 0.104152 0.152
6 1.5 1 75.8 41207 700 47225 13.81579 80 0.182266 0.304
7 2 1 75.8 41207 800 77700 21.05263 90 0.277739 0.6745
8 2.5 1 75.8 41207 900 95525 29.60526 100 0.390571 0.817422
9 3 1 75.8 41207 1000 116100 39.47368 105 0.520761 0.739733
10 3.5 1 75.8 41207 1125 128100 51.80921 110 0.683499 0.660114
11 4 1 75.8 41207 1250 162650 65.78947 125 0.867935 0.74784
12 4.5 1 75.8 41207 1375 179600 81.41447 135 1.07407 0.727143
13 5 1 75.8 41207 1500 246050 98.68421 145 1.301903 0.701227
14 5.5 1 75.8 41207 1750 422250 126.6447 140 1.670775 0.50693







No.       
   mm 
Number  
of layers 
    
  MPa 
   
  MPa
   
  MPa
   
  MPa 
     
   MPa 
   
   MPa 






f  cE  lf  ccf  
2 0.25 1 68.9 39287 300 8925 0.986842 20 0.014323 -49.552
3 0.5 1 68.9 39287 400 11900 2.631579 40 0.038194 -10.982
4 0.75 1 68.9 39287 500 39625 4.934211 70 0.071614 0.222933
5 1 1 68.9 39287 600 43150 7.894737 87 0.114583 2.292667
6 1.5 1 68.9 39287 700 47225 13.81579 95 0.200519 1.889143
7 2 1 68.9 39287 800 77700 21.05263 105 0.305553 1.71475
8 2.5 1 68.9 39287 900 95525 29.60526 100 0.429685 1.050489
9 3 1 68.9 39287 1000 116100 39.47368 110 0.572913 1.0412
10 3.5 1 68.9 39287 1125 128100 51.80921 125 0.751948 1.082819
11 4 1 68.9 39287 1250 162650 65.78947 130 0.954854 0.92872
12 4.5 1 68.9 39287 1375 179600 81.41447 145 1.181632 0.934723
13 5 1 68.9 39287 1500 246050 98.68421 150 1.432282 0.821813
14 5.5 1 68.9 39287 1750 422250 126.6447 160 1.838095 0.719335
15 6 1 68.9 39287 2000 465500 157.8947 220 2.291651 0.956967
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No.       
   mm 
Number 
 of layers 
    
  MPa 
   
  MPa
   
  MPa
   
  MPa 
     
   MPa 
   
   MPa 






f  cE  lf  ccf  
2 0.25 1 89.6 44801 300 8925 0.986842 30 0.011014 -60.3947
3 0.5 1 89.6 44801 400 11900 2.631579 35 0.02937 -20.748
4 0.75 1 89.6 44801 500 39625 4.934211 40 0.055069 -10.0523
5 1 1 89.6 44801 600 43150 7.894737 92 0.088111 0.304
6 1.5 1 89.6 44801 700 47225 13.81579 95 0.154194 0.390857
7 2 1 89.6 44801 800 77700 21.05263 100 0.234962 0.494
8 2.5 1 89.6 44801 900 95525 29.60526 110 0.330416 0.689067
9 3 1 89.6 44801 1000 116100 39.47368 115 0.440555 0.643467
10 3.5 1 89.6 44801 1125 128100 51.80921 121 0.578228 0.60607
11 4 1 89.6 44801 1250 162650 65.78947 129 0.734258 0.59888
12 4.5 1 89.6 44801 1375 179600 81.41447 135 0.908644 0.55764
13 5 1 89.6 44801 1500 246050 98.68421 140 1.101386 0.51072
14 5.5 1 89.6 44801 1750 422250 126.6447 150 1.413446 0.476925
15 6 1 89.6 44801 2000 465500 157.8947 180 1.762218 0.572533
No.       
   mm 
Number  
of layers 
    
  MPa 
   
  MPa
   
  MPa
   
  MPa 
     
   MPa 
   
   MPa 






f  cE  lf  ccf  
2 0.25 1 96.5 46494 300 8925 0.986842 34 0.010226 -63.3333
3 0.5 1 96.5 46494 400 11900 2.631579 40 0.02727 -21.47
4 0.75 1 96.5 46494 500 39625 4.934211 42 0.051132 -11.0453
5 1 1 96.5 46494 600 43150 7.894737 100 0.081811 0.443333
6 1.5 1 96.5 46494 700 47225 13.81579 103 0.143169 0.470476
7 2 1 96.5 46494 800 77700 21.05263 110 0.218162 0.64125
8 2.5 1 96.5 46494 900 95525 29.60526 125 0.30679 0.962667
9 3 1 96.5 46494 1000 116100 39.47368 128 0.409054 0.798
10 3.5 1 96.5 46494 1125 128100 51.80921 135 0.536883 0.743111
11 4 1 96.5 46494 1250 162650 65.78947 145 0.681756 0.7372
12 4.5 1 96.5 46494 1375 179600 81.41447 150 0.843673 0.657131
13 5 1 96.5 46494 1500 246050 98.68421 165 1.022634 0.694133
14 5.5 1 96.5 46494 1750 422250 126.6447 185 1.312381 0.698805
15 6 1 96.5 46494 2000 465500 157.8947 210 1.636215 0.718833
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Table No.28 Summary of the confined concrete strength for unconfined concrete strength = 
117.2MPa 
 
No.       
   mm 
Number  
of layers 
    
  MPa 
   
  MPa
   
  MPa
   
  MPa 
     
   MPa 
   
   MPa 







3 0.5 1 117.2 51239 400 11900 2.631579 40 0.022454 -29.336
4 0.75 1 117.2 51239 500 39625 4.934211 43 0.042101 -15.0379
5 1 1 117.2 51239 600 43150 7.894737 95 0.067361 -2.812
6 1.5 1 117.2 51239 700 47225 13.81579 119 0.117882 0.130286
7 2 1 117.2 51239 800 77700 21.05263 125 0.17963 0.3705
8 2.5 1 117.2 51239 900 95525 29.60526 130 0.252605 0.432356
9 3 1 117.2 51239 1000 116100 39.47368 145 0.336806 0.704267
10 3.5 1 117.2 51239 1125 128100 51.80921 150 0.442058 0.633092
11 4 1 117.2 51239 1250 162650 65.78947 165 0.561344 0.72656
12 4.5 1 117.2 51239 1375 179600 81.41447 210 0.694663 1.139846
13 5 1 117.2 51239 1500 246050 98.68421 225 0.842015 1.092373
14 5.5 1 117.2 51239 1750 422250 126.6447 270 1.080586 1.206525






No.       
   mm 
Number  
of layers 
    
  MPa 
   
  MPa
   
  MPa
   
  MPa 
     
   MPa 
   
   MPa 






f  cE  lf  ccf  
3 0.5 1 110.3 49708 400 11900 2.631579 35 0.023858 -28.614
4 0.75 1 110.3 49708 500 39625 4.934211 40 0.044734 -14.2475
5 1 1 110.3 49708 600 43150 7.894737 115 0.071575 0.595333
6 1.5 1 110.3 49708 700 47225 13.81579 117 0.125256 0.484952
7 2 1 110.3 49708 800 77700 21.05263 120 0.190867 0.46075
8 2.5 1 110.3 49708 900 95525 29.60526 131 0.268407 0.6992
9 3 1 110.3 49708 1000 116100 39.47368 139 0.357876 0.727067
10 3.5 1 110.3 49708 1125 128100 51.80921 144 0.469712 0.650463
11 4 1 110.3 49708 1250 162650 65.78947 150 0.596459 0.60344
12 4.5 1 110.3 49708 1375 179600 81.41447 160 0.738119 0.610457
13 5 1 110.3 49708 1500 246050 98.68421 165 0.894689 0.554293
14 5.5 1 110.3 49708 1750 422250 126.6447 240 1.148184 1.024125
15 6 1 110.3 49708 2000 465500 157.8947 250 1.431503 0.884767
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Table No. 29 Summary of the confined concrete strength for unconfined concrete strength 






Table No.30 Summary of the confined concrete strength for unconfined concrete strength = 
131MPa 
 
No.       
   mm 
Number  
of layers 
    
  MPa 
   
  MPa
   
  MPa
   
  MPa 
     
   MPa 
   
   MPa 







3 0.5 1 131 54171 400 11900 2.631579 50 0.020088 -30.78
4 0.75 1 131 54171 500 39625 4.934211 55 0.037666 -15.4027
5 1 1 131 54171 600 43150 7.894737 57 0.060265 -9.37333
6 1.5 1 131 54171 700 47225 13.81579 132 0.105464 0.072381
7 2 1 131 54171 800 77700 21.05263 135 0.160707 0.19
8 2.5 1 131 54171 900 95525 29.60526 138 0.225994 0.236444
9 3 1 131 54171 1000 116100 39.47368 145 0.301326 0.354667
10 3.5 1 131 54171 1125 128100 51.80921 150 0.39549 0.36673
11 4 1 131 54171 1250 162650 65.78947 154 0.50221 0.3496
12 4.5 1 131 54171 1375 179600 81.41447 175 0.621485 0.540444
13 5 1 131 54171 1500 246050 98.68421 195 0.753315 0.648533
14 5.5 1 131 54171 1750 422250 126.6447 240 0.966754 0.860675






No.       
   mm 
Number 
 of layers 
    
  MPa 
   
  MPa
   
  MPa
   
  MPa 
     
   MPa 
   
   MPa 






f  cE  lf  ccf  
3 0.5 1 124.1 52725 400 11900 2.631579 40 0.021205 -31.958
4 0.75 1 124.1 52725 500 39625 4.934211 45 0.03976 -16.0309
5 1 1 124.1 52725 600 43150 7.894737 47 0.063616 -9.766
6 1.5 1 124.1 52725 700 47225 13.81579 126 0.111328 0.137524
7 2 1 124.1 52725 800 77700 21.05263 130 0.169642 0.28025
8 2.5 1 124.1 52725 900 95525 29.60526 136 0.23856 0.401956
9 3 1 124.1 52725 1000 116100 39.47368 140 0.31808 0.4028
10 3.5 1 124.1 52725 1125 128100 51.80921 142 0.41748 0.345498
11 4 1 124.1 52725 1250 162650 65.78947 147 0.530133 0.34808
12 4.5 1 124.1 52725 1375 179600 81.41447 152 0.656039 0.342691
13 5 1 124.1 52725 1500 246050 98.68421 165 0.795199 0.414453
14 5.5 1 124.1 52725 1750 422250 126.6447 220 1.020506 0.757236
15 6 1 124.1 52725 2000 465500 157.8947 240 1.272319 0.734033
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No.       
   mm 
Number  
of layers 
    
  MPa 
   
  MPa
   
  MPa
   
  MPa 
     
   MPa 
   
   MPa 






f  cE  lf  ccf  
1 0.1 1 8.27 13611 200 4300 0.263158 3 0.031821 -20.026
2 0.25 1 13.7 17111 200 8925 0.657895 12 0.048022 -2.584
3 0.5 1 20.6 21482 200 11900 1.315789 19 0.063873 -1.216
4 0.75 1 27.5 24820 200 39625 1.973684 29 0.07177 0.76
5 1 1 34.4 27760 200 43150 2.631579 36 0.076499 0.608
6 1.5 1 48.2 32859 200 47225 3.947368 52 0.081896 0.962667
7 2 1 55.1 35133 200 77700 5.263158 62 0.09552 1.311
8 2.5 1 68.9 39287 200 95525 6.578947 70 0.095485 0.1672
9 3 1 75.8 41207 200 116100 7.894737 100 0.104152 3.065333
10 3.5 1 89.6 44801 200 128100 9.210526 110 0.102796 2.214857
11 4 1 96.5 46494 200 162650 10.52632 117 0.109081 1.9475
12 4.5 1 110.3 49708 200 179600 11.84211 140 0.107363 2.508
13 5 1 117.2 51239 200 246050 13.15789 140 0.112269 1.7328
14 5.5 1 124.1 52725 200 422250 14.47368 155 0.116629 2.134909
15 6 1 131 54171 200 465500 15.78947 143 0.12053 0.76
No.       
   mm 
Number  
of layers 
    
  MPa 
   
  MPa
   
  MPa
   
  MPa 
     
   MPa 
   
   MPa 






f  cE  lf  ccf  
1 0.1 1 8.27 13611 300 4300 0.394737 3 0.047731 -13.3507
2 0.25 1 13.7 17111 300 8925 0.986842 15 0.072032 1.317333
3 0.5 1 20.6 21482 300 11900 1.973684 31 0.09581 5.269333
4 0.75 1 27.5 24820 300 39625 2.960526 40.2 0.107656 4.289778
5 1 1 34.4 27760 300 43150 3.947368 59 0.114749 6.232
6 1.5 1 48.2 32859 300 47225 5.921053 78 0.122843 5.032889
7 2 1 55.1 35133 300 77700 7.894737 60 0.14328 0.620667
8 2.5 1 68.9 39287 300 95525 9.868421 80 0.143228 1.1248
9 3 1 75.8 41207 300 116100 11.84211 87 0.156228 0.945778
10 3.5 1 89.6 44801 300 128100 13.81579 100 0.154194 0.752762
11 4 1 96.5 46494 300 162650 15.78947 109 0.163621 0.791667
12 4.5 1 110.3 49708 300 179600 17.76316 117 0.161044 0.377185
13 5 1 117.2 51239 300 246050 19.73684 122 0.168403 0.2432
14 5.5 1 124.1 52725 300 422250 21.71053 230 0.174944 4.877818
15 6 1 131 54171 300 465500 23.68421 280 0.180796 6.291111
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Table No. 34 Summary of the confined concrete strength for longitudinal  tensile strength = 
500MPa 
 
No.       
   mm 
Number  
of layers 
    
  MPa 
   
  MPa
   
  MPa
   
  MPa 
     
   MPa 
   
   MPa 







1 0.1 1 8.27 13611 500 4300 0.657895 14 0.079552 8.7096
2 0.25 1 13.7 17111 500 8925 1.644737 21 0.120054 4.4384
3 0.5 1 20.6 21482 500 11900 3.289474 30 0.159683 2.8576
4 0.75 1 27.5 24820 500 39625 4.934211 39 0.179426 2.330667
5 1 1 34.4 27760 500 43150 6.578947 49 0.191248 2.2192
6 1.5 1 48.2 32859 500 47225 9.868421 61 0.204739 1.297067
7 2 1 55.1 35133 500 77700 13.15789 73 0.2388 1.3604
8 2.5 1 68.9 39287 500 95525 16.44737 80 0.238714 0.67488
9 3 1 75.8 41207 500 116100 19.73684 84 0.260381 0.415467
10 3.5 1 89.6 44801 500 128100 23.02632 125 0.25699 1.537371
11 4 1 96.5 46494 500 162650 26.31579 115 0.272702 0.703
12 4.5 1 110.3 49708 500 179600 29.60526 139 0.268407 0.969422
13 5 1 117.2 51239 500 246050 32.89474 136 0.280672 0.57152
14 5.5 1 124.1 52725 500 422250 36.18421 280 0.291573 4.308509
15 6 1 131 54171 500 465500 39.47368 310 0.301326 4.534667
 
No.       
   mm 
Number  
of layers 
    
  MPa 
   
  MPa
   
  MPa
   
  MPa 
     
   MPa 
   
   MPa 






f  cE  lf  ccf  
1 0.1 1 8.27 13611 400 4300 0.526316 8 0.063642 -0.513
2 0.25 1 13.7 17111 400 8925 1.315789 16 0.096043 1.748
3 0.5 1 20.6 21482 400 11900 2.631579 28 0.127747 2.812
4 0.75 1 27.5 24820 400 39625 3.947368 28 0.143541 0.126667
5 1 1 34.4 27760 400 43150 5.263158 37 0.152999 0.494
6 1.5 1 48.2 32859 400 47225 7.894737 51 0.163791 0.354667
7 2 1 55.1 35133 400 77700 10.52632 57 0.19104 0.1805
8 2.5 1 68.9 39287 400 95525 13.15789 70 0.190971 0.0836
9 3 1 75.8 41207 400 116100 15.78947 79 0.208304 0.202667
10 3.5 1 89.6 44801 400 128100 18.42105 95 0.205592 0.293143
11 4 1 96.5 46494 400 162650 21.05263 105 0.218162 0.40375
12 4.5 1 110.3 49708 400 179600 23.68421 110 0.214725 -0.01267
13 5 1 117.2 51239 400 246050 26.31579 126 0.224537 0.3344
14 5.5 1 124.1 52725 400 422250 28.94737 280 0.233258 5.385636
15 6 1 131 54171 400 465500 31.57895 310 0.241061 5.668333
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Table No.36 Summary of the confined concrete strength for longitudinal tensile strength = 
700MPa 
 
No.       
   mm 
Number  
of layers 
    
  MPa 
   
  MPa
   
  MPa
   
  MPa 
     
   MPa 
   
   MPa 







1 0.1 1 8.27 13611 700 4300 0.921053 19 0.111373 11.64971
2 0.25 1 13.7 17111 700 8925 2.302632 30 0.168075 7.078857
3 0.5 1 20.6 21482 700 11900 4.605263 39 0.223556 3.995429
4 0.75 1 27.5 24820 700 39625 6.907895 48 0.251196 2.967619
5 1 1 34.4 27760 700 43150 9.210526 51 0.267748 1.802286
6 1.5 1 48.2 32859 700 47225 13.81579 63 0.286635 1.071238
7 2 1 55.1 35133 700 77700 18.42105 79 0.33432 1.297429
8 2.5 1 68.9 39287 700 95525 23.02632 80 0.334199 0.482057
9 3 1 75.8 41207 700 116100 27.63158 86 0.364533 0.369143
10 3.5 1 89.6 44801 700 128100 32.23684 105 0.359786 0.477714
11 4 1 96.5 46494 700 162650 36.84211 135 0.381783 1.045
12 4.5 1 110.3 49708 700 179600 41.44737 152 0.375769 1.006095
13 5 1 117.2 51239 700 246050 46.05263 166 0.392941 1.059657
14 5.5 1 124.1 52725 700 422250 50.65789 280 0.408202 3.077506
15 6 1 131 54171 700 465500 55.26316 310 0.421856 3.239048
No.       
   mm 
Number  
of layers 
    
  MPa 
   
  MPa 
   
  MPa
   
  MPa 
     
   MPa 
   
   MPa 






f  cE  lf  ccf  
1 0.1 1 8.27 13611 600 4300 0.789474 16 0.095462 9.79133 
2 0.25 1 13.7 17111 600 8925 1.973684 27 0.144065 6.738667
3 0.5 1 20.6 21482 600 11900 3.947368 36 0.19162 3.90133 
4 0.75 1 27.5 24820 600 39625 5.921053 50 0.215311 3.8 
5 1 1 34.4 27760 600 43150 7.894737 53 0.229498 2.356 
6 1.5 1 48.2 32859 600 47225 11.84211 65 0.245687 1.418667
7 2 1 55.1 35133 600 77700 15.78947 69 0.28656 0.88033 
8 2.5 1 68.9 39287 600 95525 19.73684 73 0.286456 0.207733
9 3 1 75.8 41207 600 116100 23.68421 85 0.312457 0.388444
10 3.5 1 89.6 44801 600 128100 27.63158 125 0.308388 1.281143
11 4 1 96.5 46494 600 162650 31.57895 140 0.327243 1.3775 
12 4.5 1 110.3 49708 600 179600 35.52632 169 0.322088 1.652296
13 5 1 117.2 51239 600 246050 39.47368 156 0.336806 0.982933
14 5.5 1 124.1 52725 600 422250 43.42105 280 0.349888 3.59 
15 6 1 131 54171 600 465500 47.36842 310 0.361591 3.77 
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No.       
   mm 
Number  
of layers 
    
  MPa 
   
  MPa
   
  MPa
   
  MPa 
     
   MPa 
   
   MPa 






f  cE  lf  ccf  
1 0.1 1 8.27 13611 800 4300 1.052632 22 0.127283 13.0435
2 0.25 1 13.7 17111 800 8925 2.631579 35 0.192086 8.094
3 0.5 1 20.6 21482 800 11900 5.263158 42 0.255493 4.066
4 0.75 1 27.5 24820 800 39625 7.894737 55 0.287081 3.483333
5 1 1 34.4 27760 800 43150 10.52632 75 0.305998 3.857
6 1.5 1 48.2 32859 800 47225 15.78947 81 0.327582 2.077333
7 2 1 55.1 35133 800 77700 21.05263 120 0.38208 3.08275
8 2.5 1 68.9 39287 800 95525 26.31579 149 0.381942 3.0438
9 3 1 75.8 41207 800 116100 31.57895 100 0.416609 0.766333
10 3.5 1 89.6 44801 800 128100 36.84211 155 0.411184 1.775143
11 4 1 96.5 46494 800 162650 42.10526 160 0.436324 1.508125
12 4.5 1 110.3 49708 800 179600 47.36842 172 0.429451 1.302556
13 5 1 117.2 51239 800 246050 52.63158 185 0.449075 1.2882
14 5.5 1 124.1 52725 800 422250 57.89474 230 0.466517 1.829182
15 6 1 131 54171 800 465500 63.15789 280 0.482121 2.359167
No.       
   mm 
Number 
 of layers 
    
  MPa 
   
  MPa
   
  MPa
   
  MPa 
     
   MPa 
   
   MPa 






f  cE  lf  ccf  
1 0.1 1 8.27 13611 900 4300 1.184211 9.8 0.143194 1.292
2 0.25 1 13.7 17111 900 8925 2.960526 27 0.216097 4.492444
3 0.5 1 20.6 21482 900 11900 5.921053 42 0.28743 3.614222
4 0.75 1 27.5 24820 900 39625 8.881579 62 0.322967 3.884444
5 1 1 34.4 27760 900 43150 11.84211 72 0.344247 3.175111
6 1.5 1 48.2 32859 900 47225 17.76316 87 0.36853 2.184296
7 2 1 55.1 35133 900 77700 23.68421 99 0.42984 1.853556
8 2.5 1 68.9 39287 900 95525 29.60526 110 0.429685 1.388267
9 3 1 75.8 41207 900 116100 35.52632 128 0.468685 1.469333
10 3.5 1 89.6 44801 900 128100 41.44737 135 0.462582 1.095365
11 4 1 96.5 46494 900 162650 47.36842 145 0.490864 1.023889
12 4.5 1 110.3 49708 900 179600 53.28947 159 0.483132 0.913877
13 5 1 117.2 51239 900 246050 59.21053 166 0.505209 0.824178
14 5.5 1 124.1 52725 900 422250 65.13158 230 0.524831 1.625939
15 6 1 131 54171 900 465500 71.05263 260 0.542387 1.815556
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Table No. 39 Summary of the confined concrete strength for longitudinal tensile strength = 
1000MPa 
 
No.       
   mm 
Number 
 of layers
    
  MPa 
   
  MPa 
   
  MPa
   
  MPa 
     
   MPa 
   
   MPa 






f  cE  lf  ccf  
1 0.1 1 8.27 13611 1000 4300 1.315789 10 0.159104 1.3148
2 0.25 1 13.7 17111 1000 8925 3.289474 17 0.240108 1.0032
3 0.5 1 20.6 21482 1000 11900 6.578947 35 0.319366 2.1888
4 0.75 1 27.5 24820 1000 39625 9.868421 36 0.358852 0.861333
5 1 1 34.4 27760 1000 43150 13.15789 40 0.382497 0.4256
6 1.5 1 48.2 32859 1000 47225 19.73684 65 0.409478 0.8512
7 2 1 55.1 35133 1000 77700 26.31579 85 0.477601 1.1362
8 2.5 1 68.9 39287 1000 95525 32.89474 87 0.477427 0.55024
9 3 1 75.8 41207 1000 116100 39.47368 100 0.520761 0.613067
10 3.5 1 89.6 44801 1000 128100 46.05263 111 0.51398 0.464686
11 4 1 96.5 46494 1000 162650 52.63158 105 0.545405 0.1615
12 4.5 1 110.3 49708 1000 179600 59.21053 132 0.536813 0.366489
13 5 1 117.2 51239 1000 246050 65.78947 136 0.561344 0.28576
14 5.5 1 124.1 52725 1000 422250 72.36842 230 0.583146 1.463345





Table No. 40 Summary of the confined concrete strength for longitudinal tensile strength =         
                      2000MPa 
 
No.       
   mm 
Number  
of layers 
    
  MPa 
   
  MPa 
   
  MPa
   
  MPa 
     
   MPa 
   
   MPa 






f  cE  lf  ccf  
1 0.1 1 8.27 13611 2000 4300 2.631579 10 0.318208 0.6574
2 0.25 1 13.7 17111 2000 8925 6.578947 21 0.480215 1.1096
3 0.5 1 20.6 21482 2000 11900 13.15789 35 0.638733 1.0944
4 0.75 1 27.5 24820 2000 39625 19.73684 40 0.717703 0.633333
5 1 1 34.4 27760 2000 43150 26.31579 93 0.764994 2.2268
6 1.5 1 48.2 32859 2000 47225 39.47368 149 0.818956 2.5536
7 2 1 55.1 35133 2000 77700 52.63158 160 0.955201 1.9931
8 2.5 1 68.9 39287 2000 95525 65.78947 110 0.954854 0.62472
9 3 1 75.8 41207 2000 116100 78.94737 170 1.041522 1.1932
10 3.5 1 89.6 44801 2000 128100 92.10526 195 1.027961 1.144343
11 4 1 96.5 46494 2000 162650 105.2632 197 1.09081 0.95475
12 4.5 1 110.3 49708 2000 179600 118.4211 229 1.073627 1.002356
13 5 1 117.2 51239 2000 246050 131.5789 234 1.122687 0.88768
14 5.5 1 124.1 52725 2000 422250 144.7368 243 1.166292 0.821491
15 6 1 131 54171 2000 465500 157.8947 250 1.205303 0.753667
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APPENDIX C: PSEUDO INVERSE METHOD 
In the Pseudo-Inverse Method, a  matrix  is defined as  
                                                                        (1) 
Where   and 
nm× +A
TUVA ++ Σ=










 )(Arankr =  
The,  is referred to as the pseudo inverse of+A A . The pseudo inverse method is the approximate 
least squares solution for a system of linear equations. The pseudo inverse is generally computed 
by singular value decomposition. If the nArank =)( , then ( ) TT AAAA 1−+ = , while if 
 then , is defined to be a unique )(Aranknm == −+ = AA . +A nm×  matrix X  which satisfies 
the four Moore-Penrose conditions 
                                                                               (2) 
                                                         (3) 
                             (4) 
                                                                                     (5) 
In these conditions,  and  are the orthogonal projections on to the ranges of 
AAXA =
XXAX =
( ) XAXA T =
( ) XAXA T =
+AA AA+ A  and 
 respectively. For the above problem, if +A ( ) 1−AAT  exists then 
                                                                                          (6)   
                                                                              (7) 
                                                 (8) 
                                                         (9) 
Therefore,                          (10)                         
cyA =
cAyAA TT =
( ) ( ) ( ) cAAAyAAAA TTTT 11 −− =
( ) ( )yAAAc TT 1−=
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